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VO~UME XI, NUMBER 27.
Pre-Registration:
Two More Weeks
Pre-registration tor. fall setnes- prove schedules until Friday, April
ter, 1979, Is now underway. Stu~ 13 [not required for those whoplan
dents who expect to return for fall • to be part-time students]. Reg/s-
classesmay register between now tration forms can be picked up in
and Wednesday, April 18, Faculty the main corridor of the Admin/-
advisors will be available to ep-. stration Building. lA
Hearing For Fee Increase
Draws One Statement
Only one statement wasmade at
a hearing last Monday for a $3 per
'semester BSU student health ser-
vice· fee increase, and the entire
process took about ten minutes.
Dr. David Taylor, however, 'said
his statement reflected the opin-
Ions .of "tWo different (ASBSU)
student governments, students
I've talked to both from this school
and from other schools where
health service fees are higher."
:The Increase, which will start
this fall ltapprcved by the State .
-Board of Education later this
wOOk, Is the first part of a
two-phase Incr-easefor the health
center. The second step, which
would be effectlvefaU 1980, will
absorb the $1.50 now belnq spent
on pre-registration fees (which will
then be unnecessary) plus a $.50
addition, making th total student
health service fee $15. I
. Taylor noted the health service
has been "heading toward a
. deficit" for the prot five years
because of the rising' cost of
personnel. equipment and sup-
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S1udent Govemment Hiffing
AII..:Time Low ln Interest
(CPS)-"You mean there's a stu-
dent senate here?"
That's how a Burlington County
College student answered a survey .
measuring the effectiveness of the
student government at the small
eastern' school. The sentiments,
however.rare commonto surpris- .
Ingly large numbers of students
who 'are showing record amounts
of apathy towards their student
government. .
The symptoms are national.
Voter turnouts for student govarn-
ment elections are steadily drop-
ping. Surveys find most students
are totally uninformed about stu-
dent government workings. The
senators themselves are frequent-
Iy lackadaisical about their re-
sponsibilities. Student leaders
running on 'absurdist' plettorms
are proliferating.
To wit:
"" Although. the average student
turnout for student elections has
been charted at 20 percent,
. voting at.most schools Is actual-
ly much lower. At the University
of Missouri-Kansas City, voter
turnout dropped from nine per-
centln 1977 to 5.6 percent last
tall, the University of North
Carol Ina-Greensboro experi-
enced an ali-time low In voter
turnout-five percent. A' Fort
Hays State College recall elec-
tion attracted less than four
percent of the students.
.""95 percent of Florida lnsltl-
tute of Technology .students
didn't know who their college-,
representatives was. Less than
, 10percent of the students at New
Mexico State University knew.
""Two senators were axed last
winter at Towson State College
Maryland for not showing up for
meetings. At Appalachian State
University, one senator was
Impeached for the same reason.
HThe University of Georgia
student government president
WOn.office last spring by posing
as the "unknown comedian,"
and wearing a paper bilg over
his head. 'the_student govern-
ment heads at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison led the Pall
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April Is always the mOnth of
special activities at BSU, andthls
year's April schedule Is a lulu, .
The first (possibly annual) Hu-
manities Fair Is underway, and
features a play, The PasSion, at
the Catholic .center each night at
7:30 until Saturday. Also planned
are tours of the KAID- TV studios,
an outdoor (weather ..permitting)
arts and crafts show today and
tomorrow. and a special concert by
Renaissance-Baroquemusical con~
cert "AaJnewlnd" tonight aI8:00
p.m. at the 8<;lse Gallery of Art.
The International Student Union
Is presenting their annual Inter-
national Festival, featuring food,
song and dance of many lands,
Friday at 7 p.m. Darulsh Safar-
Fashandl will be the banquet's
master. of ceremonies again this
year,and18 acts will be present-
CONTINUED PAGE 2
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1%:Interview With Taylor
Registrar's office, the Admissions
office, Career and Financial Ser-
vices, Student Residential life,
the Student Union, and the Stu-
dent Health Center. Of these
departments, the first three will be
most heavily affeCted. '
The Registrar's office may lose
up to. two positions, according to
Taylor, which will likely mean that
the office functions of evaluation
Students may well have to of transfer transcripts, pre-
prepare to wait in longer lines at registration processing, transcript
registration, agonize over the de- copying, as well as compiling class
clslons of the Career and Financial lists for faculty members may take
Services office until even later In a ronger time. Taylor also stated
the summer and anticipate less that the entire pre-registration
help in planning dormitory pro- process Itself may be In feopardy
grams next year. because of the cuts the support
. Students can expect most of areas are going to have to absorb.
those changes next year, accord- The Registrar's office wl/lhave to
ingto Dr. David Taylor, Vice- ~.manage on a smaller operating
President of Student Affairs at budget. •
Boise State, and probably a few . In the Career and Financial
more as well as a result of the :'3ervices office, operating ex-
funding cuts student support areas penses Will be cut somewhat but
will have to absorb next year. there will probably be no decrease
Taylor's responsibilities include in - professional staff. Stili, as
overseeing the activities of the Taylor noted, the Career and
Preface to the following story:
.The following article Is the first
In a series of six that will deal with
.the effect on students of the cuts In
funding to Boise State University
as a result of the implementation-
of the 1% Initiative.
Special Events:-------'~~--
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
ed.
Religious Emphasis Week will
be celebrated by the BSU student-
religious' organizations April 10-
. 12. .Tuesday night, Dr. John
Keiser will speak on "The Role of
Religion in My Life," and the
Singing Ambassadors and the LOS
choir will perform in the Big Four
room of ttie SUB at 7:30. Tarwater
will give a concert in the SUB
Ballroom at 7:30 Wednesday
night Thursday will bean evening
of entertainment and sharing for
all who wish to gather in the
Ballroom at 7:30. '
Finally, Greek Week, the year's
climax for the campus fraternities
and sororities, will kick off with a
AOII disco at the Basque Center
Saturday, April 21. Sunday the
Greeks will hold open houses, and
Monday each housewill host part
of an Alpha Chi Omega pro-
gressive dinner party. Tuesday
Financial Services office is going
to have. to absorb a rather large
Increase In applications •for flnan-
'cial aid If the Middle Income
Assistance Act (MIAA) Is passed:
by CongreSs this year. Taylor
stated that "Chances are fairly
good for passageof the MIAA and
that the funds will be coming
through. " The MIAA permits
families with' more Income to
receive limited amounts of finan-
cial. aid for higher education.
Becauseof the expected Increase
In financial aid' applications, a
slowdown In proCessing can be
expected to follow because of the
limitations on staff.
The Career side of the Career'
and Financial.Service office Is also
likely 'to be' hurt as department
director Dick Rapp may have to
devote more time to the financial
aid side of the department and less
with the Career planning and
development aspect.
In the office of Student Residen-
tial LIfe, a number of assistant
positions may be lost and In the
Advisory and Special Services
office tutorial, minority and handl..
capped support programs will
suffer from the cut backs. There
will be less dorm planning help
and less help for special minority
and handicapped students.
Student employees pOsitions In
all support area departments will
be decreased next year becauseof
a lessening In both state and
federal funds.
The Health Service, whose fee
will likely be increased from
$10.00 to $13.00 next semester,
the Student Union Building and
the remainder of the Student
Housing Office are self sufficient
and receive little or nomoney from
the state to support their opera-
tions directly. They operate as
economically as possible, accord-
/ng to Taylor, and try to keep fees
down as a result. .
Still, Taylor stated that some
type of users' fees may have to be
implemented some time in the
future if students feel that the
costs to them for maintenance of
specialized student services is too
high. lA
Saga Contract At Holding Point
will feature a Sig Eps ping pong
tournament, and Wednesday the Negotiations for a food service
Infamous .Trl-Delt bar hop is on contract for BSU have come to a
tap. GarnmaPhl Beta will have an major h;;,ggling point: the unlver-
automotive rally Thursday, and slty and Saga Food Service agree
Kappa Sigma sponsors the Friday on what kind of services to give the
. night Greek Orgy. Saturday is for students, but disagree on what the
the picnic and the notorious TKE price forthose services lNili be.
Raft Race. The BSU Food Service Com-
Oddly, the spring special events mittee; according to member Dave
week, sponsored for the last three Boerl, assistant director of Student
years by the student Activities Residential Life, has researched
Office, was cancelled this year. boarding students' opinions and
' . " lJl\ come up with a meal plan that will
A Chance ToStudyAbroad '
by Mary Lou Virgil
There is more to getting an dents may study, travel, and earn
education than books, tests, and BSU credit at the same time.
lectures. The best way to learn, it For the I~t !?ur years,BSU ~a~
. is said is by experiencing some- operated their' campus In Spain
thing first hand, So the best way to program in Onate, Spain. Cost for
learn about the world is by' the year-long acadernlc program is
traveling and seeing It. BSU how Just $4000 which includes round
has available two Studies Abroad trip air-fare, ground transporta-
programs In Europe, where stu- CONTINUED. PAGE 7
provide about 4.4 percent less
service, in dollar terms, than this
year's service. For this service,
BSU has tentatively offered an 8.
percent Increase from this year's
contract. '
However, not only inflation but
a more conservative estimate of
revenues has prompted Saga to'
ask for a higher increase, accord-
ing to AI Hooten, BSU assistant to
the vice president for financial
affairs. "We agree on the Inflation
factors right now-(Saga) were
, conservative In their inflation in-
crease requests-but we st,ill dif-
fer a few. percentage points."
Originally, Saga asked for a 16.8
percent increase to maintain the
current operation.
The plan as it stands calls for 19
meals a week for boarding stu-
dents, instead of the present 20.
Saturday breakfast was the most
Dr. David Taylor, VicePresident
for Student Affairs
Photo: Chuck Scheer
expendable meal, for the students,
Boerl said, and two meals a day
will be served Saturday as well as
Sunday. Steak nights will also be
reduced from once a week to once
"a month. The general menu will,
follow' the Saga standard menu,
which calls for roughly the same
'fOOd selection as -tne service
provides to schools nation-wide. In
addlt/on, "fast food" Items such
as hamburgers and hot dogs will
become common In lunch and
dinner. .
However, Boerl noted, service
hours will not be reduced, .the
number of available entrees, bev-
erages and desserts will stay the
same,'and unlimited servings will
still be available, except for steak
and other "premium" Items.
BSU turned down a "coupon"
system, which limits the number
of main dishes a regular meal
ticket customer can eat in a week
without an extra charge. Boerl
CONTINUED PAGE 7
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St:~qentsCan Participate
In,:The Pre-Registration
',Pie-registration for the fall se-
mester of 1979will be taking place
on April 2-13 in theAdminlstration
Building. Forms for full-time stu-
dentsmay be picked up there from
8 a.m. to 7 p.rn, dally and be
returned during the same hours,
according to BSU Registrar
Suzanna Holtz. '
Full-time students must consult
wh~an advisor prior to ,returning
theJorm, but part-time students
nel3dhot do so. There are no major'
changes in the registration process
itse!f.cindaccordingto Ms. Holtz,
students "can continue to expect
thaL90'}k'of their requests, allow-
ing tor'clesstlme changes; will be
filled again -thls semester. '
Fall and.summerschedules are
also 'available in the Admlnistra-
tionBuliding torett students.
.Ms,<l-!oltzaloonoted that the
fall schedules'atso include a listing
of probable spring Course offer-
Ings as well. This is the first time
such a listing has beenavailable so
far, in advance.
Registration forms are not pro-
cessed on a first returned basis but
are compiled according to class
hours accumuJated.
,Bills fortultlon and fees will be
mailed on July 18 to all those
students who pre-registered while
August 10 will be the final
deadline for payment otall those
fees due. According to ,Ms. Holtz,
, students who do not owerroney,
must stili return the appropriate
part of jhelr billing sheet to be
assured of classes. In fact, student
whopre-register and do not return
their bill stubbs with the appropri-
ate fee end up losing all their
spaces in the reserved Classes:
To re-register, students will
have to attend the regular regis-
tration process on August 31.
The results of the pre-regis-
tration process will be available to
all students who participated dur-
ing the week of May 7 and
adjustments, in. some cases, can
be made if the student did not
receive 15 credit hours or if slhe
.has some other type of problem.
Help will be available in Room124
'of the Administration Building.
The schedules provided on May 7
can be considered firm.
Students with any questions
concerning the pre-registration
process can go to the registrar's
office in Room 102of the Adminis-
tration Building. LA
. ment of a residence hall, counseling, person, and serve as a member olthe ASBSU
. community development, conflict resolu- Recreation Board,
tion, crisis management; promotion of The Office 01 Student ActivitIes Is accept-
student development, and programming. Ing appllcatlons,for the position of Student
Renumeration will be $5,000 • $7,000 (9 Assistant to the Assistant Director. The
months), depending on size of the hail, position opening Is lor the academic year
education and experience; plus room and 19J9.80' and Is a lo-month lob InvolVing
board. Application deadline Is April 13, approxl;"ately 20 hours per week, Including
1979. ' , , evenings and weekends, paying $300 per
, Also opening Is the position 0,1 Student month. Individuals applying must be Juniors,
Assistant to the Director of Student Reslden· Seniors. or Graduate stuoeats during the
tlal Life, s/he Is responsible for,asslstlng the 1979-80 scnoot year, with no less than a 3,0
Director with th!l development and Imple- GPA. . ,
mentation of programming within the on- Duties for this job Involve working with
campus residential facilities. The Assistant student orqanlzattons; Initiating and coer-
will bo expected to' work twenty hours per dlnatlng new projects; assistance wllh the
week, and will report Qlrectly to the Olrector development and Implementation of social,
of Student Residential L1Ie. The Student recreational. and educational programs with·
Assistant position Is a ten month position for In the student actlvilies framework; conduct-
the academic year ,1979-80. Deadline for Ing correspondence with other educatlo[1al
application Is April 25, 1979. - , Institutions regarding the status of their
Apply at the Office 01 5.!udent Residential extracurricular activities; compilation of re-
Life, Room 110,Admlnlstratlon Building, ports, manuals, and Infprmatlonal brochures;
385-3986. Boise State University Is an Equal serving as' special representative to Greek
Opportunltyl Affirmative Action Institution. fraternal organizations, and serving as Actlvl·
The assistant will help develop and ties Office coordinator 01 the Student Organ I·
,Implement social, recreational and educa- zatlonal Falre, Those Interested In applying
. tlonal programs In campus residential faclll· for this position should go to the Office of
ties assist In training and advising of Student Activities on the second floor of the
resldenc hall officers and staff, research and Student Union BUilding, Deadllneforappllca-
_solicit student Input, serve as a resource tlon Is April 23, 1979.
.Crunch Hits
Pre-Registration at BSU need not be a race to beat the clock: See
story to the left. '
CAMPUS
CAPSULEASBSUThe Publications Advisory Board, recent·
Iy approved and Implemented by the
ASBSU, Is asking for applications for the
position of editor of the 1979-80 campus
newspaper, 'Applicants should meet the
following requirements:
1) Full-time BSU students
2) Minimum 2.5 GPA
3) Minimum one year or, two semesters'
experience with the publication, editing, or
writing of a newspaper or other professional
publication
4) Availability to partlclpate In budget and
contract for next year
5) Willingness to establish and keep regUlar
office hours
6) Consideration shall be given to the total
functions to be fulfilled by an editor, with
personality, ease 'of ,communication with
'other people, responsibility to accepted
assignments, personal Integrity , and writing
ability as well as mechanical aptitude and
experience In the basic, day to day functions
of a publishing newspaper.
Applicants must submit a resume to the
Sludenl Activities Office In the SUB no laler
than 5 p.m., Monday, April 9.
Student Abroad
BSU Is now accepting applications for Its
"Campus In Spain" foreign studies pro-
gram for the 1979-80 academic year. Costs
are $4000 for the year, which lncludes
airfare. For more Informetlon contact John
, Bletla, 385-3544.
Would you like to study abroad while
earning BSU credlt? Deadline for applying
for fall term, 1979, study at Cologne,
London and Avlgnon campuses Is May ·1.
For further Information contact John Ro-
bertson, 385-3471, or Penny Schoonover,
385-3508.
scholorshlos
And Interviews
Applications are now available for over
$4,400 In scholarships and awards through
the Career and Financial Services office,
room A117, phone 385-1664. Some of thll
awards will be presented to students In health
care fields, while others are available to
students In other fields. Contact the C&FS
Office for further detolls, qualifications, and
deadlines.
Interviews scheduled for the month 01 April
are as follows: April 5, Vistal Peace Corps;
April 12, U.S. Bank of Oregon, mgm\.
trainee, and Burroughs Corp., marketing
trainee; April 13, Idaho First Nat' I Bank,
Mgmt. trainee; April 16, Prlce-Weterhouse,
accounting, and Eucon Corp., summr road
construction; April '17, First, Security Bank,
mgmt. trainee, and Wendy's, rnqmt. trelnee;
April 18, Ohio National Life, Insurance agent;
Aprllll}-2O, U.S. Navy, officer trainee; April
23, Shoreline (Washington) Public Schools,
elementary and some secondary teachers;
April 24, Metropolltlan life, Insurance sales.
For appointments, contact the C&FS office.
PositionsOpen
The Office of Student Residential Life has
announced that the position of Residential
Director Is open for 19J9.80. The posilion
requires a minimum of a Bachelors Degree
In related area (Masters preferred) or
equivalent life experience, and experience
In group living situation. Duties of the
position Include a suoervlslon and manage-
Montana
Bozeman, MT (CPS)-Students
returning from spring break at
Montana State University are go-
ing to find that some of the classes
they'd registered for have fallen
victim to budget cuts by the state
legislature. '
The MSU Exponent reports that
when the Montana., legislature
refused a supplemental $720,000
budget increase for the university,
it necessitated the cancellation of
37 'sections in seven .different
departments. Some 915 students
had already signed up for the
classes.
About 16 part-time faculty
members who taught the courses
will be fired. ,
Other courses were cancelled
because the various departments
delayed filling faculty vacancies
until the budget questions were
settled. The legislature is current-
ly considering a $344,000 supple-
mental appropriation-about
$376,000 less than the original
request-for the university. LA
,IIIPI ENST CKS
COME TO BDISE!
~
~ ~4·3821 I.f,
1S'414IN eO'"Thl!' Doctwork. J
344-3821 515Main Boise
unique comfort in a
sandal you won't believe
now available at
Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campusc
Pat
Choose From
Our' Selection of
Diamond Jewelry Watches
Earrings,' , ,I>.endants
and' much' more
Rick
6rn./J, ,. •
1I/()(tIl{l(j/l(J
Jewelers
1207Bro~dway 2 Blocks'South of BroncoStadiJm~
It's Graduatiqn,
Portrait Time!
10
'"
Bach Photographs is now taking senior portraits for this
once in a lifetime occasion. ; ,in your cap and gown,o!' in·
formal portraits that capture the individuality of you.
Memorable portraits for your family,. friends, relatives',
employment, awards. .
Phone now for an appointment ... 342-9321I
MJl14IrJj1I1J{JirA
1516 Grove • Boise
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DSUPublications Advisory Dd.
is seeking applicants, for the~
position of Arbiter Editor
All Editorial Candldotes must meet
the following Minimum requirements
1. Must be full-time BSU Student
2. Must have minimum 2.5 GPA
3. Must have minimum two (2) semesters' experience with the publication, editing, or writing
, of a newpaper or other professional publication.' .
4. Shall be available to participate in the Budget and Contract for coming year •
5. Shall be willing to establish snd'keep reasonable and regular office hours. '
I 6. 'Consideration ,shall be given to the total function to be fulfilled by an editor, with
personality, ease of communlcatlcn with other people, responsibility to accept assignments,' .
personal Integrity, and writing ability as well as mechanical aptitude and experience in the
basic day-to-day functions of publishing a newspaper.
All applications must.submlt a resume to the
Studen't Activities office In the SUD
. "
no Later than 5PMr MondaYr April 9th
"
She cannever
.have enough
14karat gold chains!
With as many 14 karat gold chains as
. you'll see atZales; you'll be thinking
up occasions to give her this fashion favorite!
a. Flat curb link, $90.00 b. Flat ."s" link, $30.00
c. Box link, $50.00 d. Foxtail, $90.00
Mother's Day IsMay 13!
Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.
Zales and Friends make wishes come true.~.~~~
Also available, Zales Revolving Charge.OPEN
l0am-7pm WEEKDAYS
1Qam.6pm SAllJRDAY
12-5pm SUNDAY
HILLCREST PlAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
.:The Diamond Store
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Class Schedule~,
Bigger, Better, Cheaper'
this service," Bugge said, "and
they seemed to be satisfled'~ith It.
And anyplace we can save money
will help." .' .. ".'.' ,
Inside the attractlve slick Covers
the class schedule offers the same
information as usual-times and
locations of. various university
classes; academic 'calendan> and
instructions for registration-plus
. information on classes available in
the Studios Abroad program;' and
a synopsis of classes planned for
spring semester, which could sim-
plify currlculum planning for many
students. .
Registrar Suzanna Holz said so
far her office has gotten only
positive response to the schedule.
"It's better looking; it's easier to.
read, and It provides all the
information it has to," shesald.
LA
, • j ~
Bigger and better can be cheap-
er. Such deals are hard to find in
these days of inflation and educa-
tional budget cutbacks, but. ap-
parently BSU's new fall class
schedulehas proven to be the best
of both worlds.
BSU· has made an advertising
agreement with University· Com-
munications Inc., a New Jersey
firm which specializes In soliciting
ads ,for college class directories.
As a result, the schedule costs
BSU only $1,500 per semester to
. design &I1,dprint instead of $3,000
as it did this year, according to
assistant registrar Jack Bugge.
Printing is done locally, except for
the slick-paper four color ads on
the cover and in thecenter.
"We contacted a couple other
_campuses that have been using
1m
OVERLAND PARK
SUIT YOUR TASTE WITH
3 PIECE COORDINATES
. by H'.D. Lee
Young handsomely styled, casual and
co":!fortable, A great look to add to your
spnng wardrobe.
ALSO FEATURING· THE
LATEST IN STYLING .AND
SPRING COLORS
by Angel Flight
BOTH COORDINATE GROUPS PRICED
BELOW $100.00. . .
•• ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••••
•• O •• OOO ••• O •• o•••• e.~.o ••~.o ••o••••••• oooo.o.
We're Doing It Again, Folks!
GOING BACK TO 1972 PRICES
AT THE STEAK BARN
MONDA YS, TUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS
DURING FEBRUARY. 5 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
2 STE
DINNERS-
C~OICE. OF: TERIYAKI, SIRLOIN,
PRIME RIB OR FILLET
Includes Boston Baked Beans, Squaw Bread,
Salad Bar,Soup Bar, Dessert Bar . ; .
AND THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN,
ASK ANYONE WHO HASEAT5N HERE! I
,
....... '.:~...•;~f. ._~.
"
l!111A STEAK BARN
f.:\PITOL.\T fOl.IA!••t;
, . .
- .. \:
I •,
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Analysis:
Standard Jesfin.gKeeps '
The College's Gates Open
PRINCETON. N.J ..,....Standard-
IZed testing 'Is now so pervasive
throLighoutAmerlcan life that the
Educational Testing Service (ETS)
can proudly describe itself·as ."the
. world's gatekeeper." Three hours
with a number two pencil and an
ETS test can determine whether a
person will be admitted to the
good life, or locked out.
In their "Infant Laboratory" on
the 400 acre ETS "campus" in
, Lawrence, New Jersey, ETS re-
searchers study-the Ieamlnq pro-
cassesof babies as young as three
months. They prepare "basic
skills" .tests that require school
. children to show a command of
certain subjects before advancing
to the next grade. They provide
an admissions test for children
wishing to go to. the better
secondary private schools.
Almost' all those who have
collega:lJopes must take the ETS
Scholastlt;:Aptitude Test (SAn.
Graduates confront the company's
questionnaires as they .seek entry
Into law school,. business school,
and lust plain graduate school.
And job hunters must cope with
tests that claim to measure ability
or knOWledge in teaching, X-ray,
technology,auto mechanics, or
any of over 50 other.job categories
ranging from golf shop pro to CIA
agent. Even after years of work,
.-;.;r"
one may be asked to take a
"self-marked" test In a. specific
area of his or her particular field.
Clearly, this non-profit organi-
zation, which grossed almost $80
million last year, has clout. "For-
get about where ETS would stand
on the Fortune 500," says Alan
Nairn, who has been studying ETS
with Ralph Nader for four years.
"As far as Influence and power
over the consumer Is concerned,
ETS 15 In a class with General
Motors and AT&T. What's fright-
ening 15 that, un'lIk,e those other
companies, ETS Is virtually un-
regulated. "
ETS escapes many forms of
government regulation by virtue of
Its non-pront status. Attempts to
pass "Truth In Testing" bills In
Congress have been stalled or
lobbied to death by ETS, which
also lobbied to exempt Itself from
the Buckley "Privacy" Amend-
ment.
To every complaint about its
unc/:leckedpower over the millions
who must take the tests every
year, ETS responds: "Trust Us."
tv10st test-takers, including 'the
mllllon-and-a-half prospective col-
legians who took SAT last year,
have no choice.
Yet evidence 15 now mounting
that ETS test scores may be both
invalid and misused. The scores,
which are nat meant to be precise,
. are. precisely applied by schools
.and employers. And the tests
themselves may ensure a person's
skill In taking tests more than they
do any other ability. .
AcknOWledging the problem,
ETS consistently warns those In-
stitutions and employers who re-
ceive test scores that the exams'
are limited In validity and accu-
racy, and should not be given too
much weight in decisions of ad-
missions or hiring.
For example, a standard "error
of rneasurement" (EM) built Into
the tests oolles' the' seemingly
precise form In which the score Is
reported. The SAT Is scored In
thre&diglt numbers ranging from
200to BOO,but has a 32-point EM,
meaning that a 6O-polnt difference
between the scoresof two students
is practically Insignificant. Bespite
this, those who evaluate scores
freQuently make decisions on as ability" acquired over many years,
little as five-point differences. and are not susceptible to coach-
"I know It's not fair, but that's- Ing.
the way we do it," says one Yet a study conducted at the,
admissions director at an Eastern .U.S. Military Academy In the
school. "We have to use some- mld-Slxtles showed that IntensIve
thing to narrow our choices." preparation raised scores an aver-
Even more harsh Is the practice age of 57 points on the verbal
of many Institutions of setting portion of SAT, and 79 points on
"cutoff" points, below which they the math' section, for an overall
will not consider applicants. This average of 136 points, enough to
gives a "Do-or-die" quality to the make a difference to almost any
tests that even ETS has gone on- college admissions director.
record as deploring. "This 15 a A more recent study by one of
weak point In the process," admits ETS' ownresearchers, Lewis Pike,
ETS director of technical develop- also concluded that scores on the
ment, Willian Angoff. "-'---SAj.:ffiath "test could 6e-slgnl1i---
The problem of misues of test cantly fmproved by a short-term
scores Is compounded by evidence program of Instruction. Pike Was
Indicating that the scores can be subsequently "termlnatl;ld."
artlflcla\lyralsed. by short or Despite ETS' repeated claims
Intermediate term "coaching." that coaching does not Improve
This problem goes to the very test scores, an estimated 300,000
heart of ETS,which Insists that students enroll each year in prl-
the tests measure "developed CONTINUED PAGE .ICl
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This exquisite Platinum platter fea-
tures 10 prime cuts, skillfully
blended by master chefs using only
the finest. ingredients. available.
English cuisine at its finest!
THE MUSIC•••WORKSI
42 ..2 OVERLAND RD
342-9730
THE MUSIC .~.WORKSf
i0506 FAIRVIEW
"377-0:)20
LP or Tape
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THEYAKE COMING /JACK 0 DACk AGAIN fOil 5 NIT£S'
HOlTER. AND STRONGER WAN TH£'ORlliINATEIlS Of HARD
EVEIl.. ALBlIHON SALE AT COUNTRY HUSIC, YOU "'ONY
BUDGET TAPES AND MINE~ WAIIT TO MI5S THEM!
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Vicki Childs
Appointed
AsASB
Treasurer
Vicki Childs is the ASBSU's first
treasurer appointed by the new
constitutional process, and pres-
ent ASS officials seem to think the
process has worked well the first
time.
"I'm extremely 'impressed,"
said president Hob Perez. "She's
had previous aUl;1Itingexperlence.
on a professional level, she COm-
munfcates well, she's had pre-
vious student government experi-
ence-she's almost overquali-
fied."
Until this year studenttreasur-
ers were elected. HoweVer, this
year, Childs was selected from
four applicants through a special
committee, chaired by ASB vice
president Steve Botlmer, and com-
prised of the dean of the business
school, the chairman of the ac-
counting department and, two stu-
dent - senators." She was then
appointed by Perez and approved
by the senate on March 21.
As treasurer, she will probably
Inherit a lighter load than did
present treasurer Chris Hansen.
This year, Hansen had to work
with the ASBSU and student
organizations to obliterate a
$20,000 deflclt, Now, Hansen
says, there may be as much as a
.$1,900 surplus to feed into next
year's budget,· and the ASB is
hoping for about $20,000 addition-
al reserve money~ .
Childs, whom Hansen described
as "capable," Could not be
reached for comment. lJ!\
The following
port-time positions ere Qvailable
in the ------..-
Idaho Air National Guard:
ACCOUNTING & FINANCE AEROSPACE GROUND EaUIPMENT
IMAGERY INTERPRETER MECHANIC
PHOTOPROCESSING CONTROL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
AVIONIC NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOOD SERVICES .
AVIONIC SENSOR SYSTEMS FUELS SPECIALIST .
JET ENGINE MECHANIC ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGMENT
. AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS . SECURITY POLICE SPECIALIST
INTEGRATf.:,!;l·AVIONIC COMpONENTS
12t4th Tactical Reconnaissance Group
Box 45 Doiser Idaho 83107
Phone·385·5385
So you've got a few problems
with your shape. Don't
worry about it, do some-
thing about it. And a
good way to get
started is by read-
ing the next issue
of "Insider" -the
.free supplement to
your college newspaper
from Ford.
You'll find tips on exercise,
training and sports. And you'll discover
a few of the unusual ways some athletes
stay in shape. It's not all running and
weight lifting. And you'll also find
some very interesting information about
howto shape up your ride with the
great lineup of 79 Fords.
Look for "Insider"-
Ford's continuing series of
coiiege newsPaper suppiemmn.
FORD
Double chin from
lots of pizza with
double cheese.
Sunken chest.
- Makes breathing
hard .
Tennis elbow.
Great for resting
on table tops.
Belt overhang, makes
- tying shoes a problem.
Stiff knee. Used mainly
to walk to refrigerator
and back.
. Swollen ankles.
fd:..~~---~-AII-around glu«ony.
FORD DIVISION
Hasn't touched his__~1o:;J.:~:::~~j....-,~~K~----:--- toes!n years.
Jump
Dn it!
.LAYOUT CHIEf
Needed
B8ckgrourid In
Art, Design,
.orLByout
preffJf7'fH!
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BSU's Health Building provides a center for student health services.
Hearing For Fee Increase·
since this was the first Increase In
health center fees since 1971.
Those present at the hearing
were Taylor, Dr. Asa Ruyle, BSU
financial vice president; Dr. Lester
Nyborg, health service director, a
state hearing officer and a court
recorder. A second hearing will be
held Thursday at the State Board
meeting In Pocatello. LA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
c plies. He added, "through sauna
management and some reduction
In work force they have been able
to provide needed services" wlth-
out spending too much of their
"rapidly eroding reserve. "
, In spring of 1978, the ASBSU
senate passed a resolution sup-
portlnq the two .step Increase,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
tlon to Onate, room and board,
medical Insurance, BSU fees, and
some group tours to Spain and
'France. Onate Is located In the
mountains of northwest Spain,
midway between the' cities of
Pamplona and Bltbeo, Students
havea chance to study Basque and
Spanish languages, history, cul-
ture, art, and literature. During
the second semester they can add
independent study programs and
travel to areas of special interest.
Student who want more Informa-
tionabout the "Campus In Spain"
program can contact Dr. John
Bietia at 385-3544.
Another golden opportunity for
the student who wants to get a
little extra out of their college
_ years is' the NICSA (NorthWest
Interinstitutional Council of Study
Abroad) Liberal Arts program.
NICSAhas campuses at three
different locations to allow stu-
dents too opportunity to explore"
the area of their Interests. Cam-
puses are l~ed, in .tondon,
England; Avlgnon, France; and
Cologne, Germany. The program
Is divided Into trimesters and
students may study for just one
term, for two, or for the, whole
year. Costs are $1540 for a
trl-semester in London to $1470for
Avlgriori and $1625 for Cologne.
These figures lr:lCh.ideBSU fees,
testbooks, lodging, two meals per
,day, medical Insurance, hostel
pass, International Student Iden-
tity Card, local transportation
passes in London and Colgne, and
cost or scnool excursions. NICSA
is a liberal arts program with
classes offered in languages (for
Avlgnon and Cologne), history,
culture, art appreciation, music,
and political science. Courses
offered each term vary, so stu-
dents who study more than one
trimester may take a variety of
subjects. All three locations have
weekly excursions to sites close by
of interest to students, often the
highlights of any week. Students
Interested in studying in any of
these locations should contact
Penny SChoonover; Foreign lan-
guage Departm~t, 385-3508.
Deadlines for applying for both
programs Is soon so' students
Interested In studying' In EuroFlEl
.next fall should contact the above
professors soon, for no orie should
miss this chanoe to see the world
first hand. LA
IZZZ. ~WWI>.Y
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and Shovel party this past year
through a series of self-admitted
foolish, expenditures. Last
month, a University of Missourl-
Columbia candidate won almost
half of the student vote with his
"birthday party" platform, and
by campaigning In clown sults
and strait jackets.
But most, importantly, more
schools are finding student' gov-
ernment so worthless they're
abandonJngIt. Since last spring, at
least, seven schools have con-
sidered abolishing their student'
governments. At two schools, the
effort was successful. At 'the
others, the votes were very close.
LA
SagaContract
Tbe
Siereo
Sbo~pe
AiiiiR
2nd 1Io0r SUB 3B5: 1464 8-5 weekdays
.G} Your
newspaper
available weekly to
all students - free of
, charge
G} Your
newspaper
provldlnq a weekly
calander for listing
events of interest to
students
(SEE
ENTERTAI NMENT)
GJt Your
newspaper
providing informa-
tion about universi-
ty happenings as
they affect your ed-
ucation'
. (SEE NEWS)
" [JtYout
newspaper
Providing you with
a ,forum for your
ideas and opinions
(SEE OPINJONS)
GJt YO~t
newspaper
with total student
involvement for a
total return on stu-
dent investment
Provide YOUi Input
today to read all
,about it
in
CONTINUED FRuM PAGE 2
commented, "That plan could be
advantageous if you eat like a bird,
but It can cost more if you're a big
eater." Idaho State University hasAChanceToStudyAbroad---------,---- .adopted the coupon plan, and
Hooten said "this will give us a
chance to sit back and look at the
plan, and weigh the pluses and
minuses as far as costs, and as far
as the students are concerned."
This plan may. be adopted if
revenue keeps undercutting the
food service's- predictions. Hooten
sald Saga 'had sold fewer off-
campus meal tickets than planned,
though the sales Increase was
about "a hundred percent." The
SUB snack bar has also sold less
than predicted, and the servlce
hopesto use the results of a survey
by a marketing class at BSU to
rectify that situation.
A further negotiation with the
Saga district manager, who could
not be reached by The Arbiter,ls
scheduled for April 13. Vllhatever
contract results, Boerl said, "we
hope the students will come out on
the plus end of It." ' lA
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A little Bit Goes A Long Way
With most of the East coast at the mercy of a rampaging nuclear
reactor, the entire nation disrupted .by a truckers' strike, and the
whole world stranded between alrports, It 'Ill. perversely gratifying to
see that Idaho Is for once sharing the wealth. . .
ITEM: In a birthright-pottage transaction, the students of Idaho lost
Immeasureablequalltles of higher education needs In exchange for
abouf one week's groceries per taxpaying unit per year. .
ITEM: the Idaho State Police, who recently found that dummies In
uniform slowed speeders about as well as anybody else, received
permission from. the. Idaho State Legislature to spend an extra
$75,!?OO.The only catch Is, the $75,000 does not exist except on
paper.
ITEM: attempting to resolve a centurles-old problem which has vexed
us since the time of Adam, researchers at the University of Idaho
Moscow are putting In sometimes 2O-hour per day shifts to find a
remedy for snakebite.
ITEM: Boise State University received severe chastisement from the
Idaho Pacific Northwest Pollution Control Association for "elJmlna-
tlon of the wastewater traIning program from the Vo-Tech,
Curriculum." Since "serious public health problems can develop
when wastewater Is Improperly handled," may we suggest rubber
gloves?
ITEM: In what could be seen as less than a humanitarian move,the
gods called down rain and snow and cold to add to the miserY of the
organizers of the Humanities Falr at BSU. These organizers could not
be blamed for. lapsing -Into sub-human speech as their fellow-
creatures called an airline strike just In time to force the cancellation
_of one of the featured events. \lVhenmen become gods ...
With gas prices rising toward rationing and cancer-causing
hairdryers shortening the lives of the nation's beautiful people and
the great American hamburger making the carclngogen-suspect list,
escape lies only In the movies. InvasIon of the Body-Snatchers,
anyone?
Results Answer Basic Need .
During the March '79 ASB General Elections, students were asked
,to answer questions concerning camous'actlvltles, The results of this
survey show that 'the majority of those who voted want student
activities between 7 and 11 p.rn, on Saturdays; they want to be
'informed of those activities through the student newspaper, (by a .
more than 2 to 1 margin over any other media); and they want to
attend movies (comedies ranked highest) or pcp-rnuslc concerts (rock
& roll led the choices) or lectures/speakers (comedy came In first,
followed bv current events/local Issues).
The above answers provided a profile of the BSU student who has
free time during the weekend and.who wants to spend that time
relaxing to music or viewing movies but who is also Interested In the
world going on around him and Is willing to spend some of his free
time to explore that world. ., ' .
In an age of vlsual, graphic media, when charges of If literacy sound
to the left and to t~e right, it Is Interesting to note that the "best way
to, inform you [students] of campus activities" was through the
printed word-through the student newspaper. Could this be saying
something about the ability and maturity of the ,BSU student body?
The answer must be yes, especially when the concern for current
events also expressed in this survey is taken into consideration;
Students here are saying that they recognize the value of the printed
word as an important source of Information; This notion lends
credence to students' claims that they are serious about the quality of
their education-they know they need to read and to understand what
they are readlng-tlVen while they understand that all work and no'
play makes for shortened, stress-filled lives.
One survey cannot tell the whole story, of course but It does
provide an Important clue In the puzzle of aJ:lswerlng'the needs of
BSU students. Hats off to those who provided the opportunity for
students to make their choices. This kind of effort is a basic necessity
if students are to work together shaping their own environment to
meet their own needs. .
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OUTRIDER
by Garry Wills
Wage. And
Price Controls
One hates to say the obvious. It
Is instantly suspect, In political
matters, only t~e devious look
sincere. Only the crooked seem
straight. But wnen the crisis Is
great enough, one can risk any-
~hlng, even the obvious.
The inflatfon crisis is now great
enough; and the obvious thing to
say Is this-the way to keep down
prices Is to control prices. There,
the heresy is out. For some reason
we have tetourselves get the
notion that we should try any
remedy for' uncontrolled prices
except controls. '
, can see people arguing that
controls have prohlbltlve side ef-
fects, that they might do other
things not so desirable, while
fiXing prices. But opponents of
controls do not stop at saying tl:1ey
do tCQ much. They also say they
don't control.
It is argued that controls will be
evaded or unenforceable. They
will not affect the Important
prices. They' will lead to higher
.prices down the' road. One
"proof" of this odd contention is
that Nixon's polltlcal controls,
slapped suddenly on and snatched
suddenly off to give him a re-
election advantage, just led to
-l·tt
S1udents Help Prof
Editor, The Arbiter:
I would like to thank the
students who showed great con-
cern and came to my rescue when I
suffered a fallon the morning of
March 21. I really appreciate the
assistance rendered .. It Is reassur-
ing to know that the students are
willing to help others in need.
Sincerely,
Dr.P.K. Ourada
Professor of History
"Doctor Frankenstein then took
the tools of science and misused
the powers there-of." Everyone
knows the rest of the story. The
good and proper peasants eventu-
ally put the torch to the castle and
restored the natural order.
Then there's that other rogue,
@i@§§££=~;i£.,Prometheus. The scoundrel had
the gall to deliver the fire of the
gods to mortal men. If only the
consumer protection agencies had
been around then. Consider all of
the burnt fingers, the singed
Open tetter To BSUstudents
My fellow Students: those of you who are interested
I would like to take this opportu- will become involved In student
nlty to thank you for giVing me the government. Student leaders can
privilege of serving as. an ASBSU make adifference In what happens
Senator and as ASBSU Vice Presl- at Boise State.
dent: I rave thoroughly enjoyed Sincerely,
serving In those two capacities. Steve Botlmer •
I hope you will support the ASBSU Vice President
Cramer Agminlstration and that -
higher prices. But the faultin that
case. was not control but lack of It.
\lVhat was done In a spasm, for low
motive, in a way both shrewdly
planned and effected at random, is
clearly no model for careful,
long.term or gradual application of .
, controls.
The rhetoric against this obvi-
ous remedy-the rhetoric hardly
deserves the name of argument-
Is that we must choose between
fixed prices and "the market,"
between a planned and unplanned
economy. But we already have a
planned economy. It Is just badly
planned.
Controls are already in exis-
tence, If not quite In effect. They
don't .work. Out choice Is not
between controls or no controls. It
Is between indirect controls or
direct ones; Inefficient ones or
efficient ones. The IndireCt con-
trols have obviously failed.
We try to control "the market"
by money policy, spending policy,
tax policy and remedial policy. We
long ago gave up '''the market"
because It is manifestly unfair. It
is unfair because life Is unfair.
, The diligent worker does not
always get the prize because a
germ attacks his wheat just before
tri
eyebrows and the deaths through-
out the ages which have been
caused by f1r~. If only there had
been a Fire Regulatory Commis-
sion, all that human misery could
have been circumvented. The
house fires, the arson, the loss of
thousands and. thousands of peo-
ple who died while mining coal to
feed fire; it all could have been
prevented. After all, weren't furs .
adquate? .
\lVhere were the environmental-
ists then? Where was Jane Fonda
when we needed her?
Or consider bicycles! Do you know
rs T T
harvest, or attacks his lungs; or
..germs Infect his father, or a
hurricane blows harvest .and
germs away, In all sUch cases, we
have adopted remedial measures
to reduce the cruel Injustice. Soine
call it welfare; falr enough, But
. they neglect to say that everyone
Is .on welfare In this country,
especially big busIness. By deple-
tion allowances, tax Incentives,
deductions,· write-offs, . ball-out
contracts, government constantly
"interferes with the market" on
the side of business; at the urging
of business. That is why, when
Inflation is galloping, profits have
just galiopedaViByAwlce 'as. fast.
And ,he president's Inflation'.man
says that Is all right; buslriees Is
just.maklng up, by these !'08I'lng
profits, for a. time when profits
were only moderately· good.
It is time tocut back on welfare,
on the dole, on the .handout-
beginning with the dole for busi-
nessmen. It Is time to take the
obvious course. I. happen to be
writing this In colonial Williams-
burg where, .ln Jeffe~n'stlme,
not only prices but things like the
height and site of private houses
were publicly regulated. And that
society gave birth to . the very
freedoms we are trying to maln-
taln. The fantaslsts for a non-
existent "market" don't want
small government, they want no
government. ·'f things, left atone,
just automatically "work out,"
there is no need for the democratic'
decision-making process set up
.with such care by the men trained.
at Williamsburg. "Controls" has
become a bad word. But they are
just another word for government.
At present we are badly governed
because our prices are ungo\!-
erned, It Is time to bring them
'under rule,
fl!l
IiJ
how many people are needlessly
killed on bikes every year? Or
cars! Gads, how many Innocent
people are killed from the danger-
ous misuse of the cars. These
awesome potentials, for' accident
and death sit in the .garages all
, over our country. Maybe we could
shut down all bike and car
plants-what a savings in human
life we would have. The least we
could do is shut down this nuclear
nonsense. Maybe then we would
have a chance for a future where
our children will.long remember
our courage and thank us for It.
E it
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Students of Boise State University
Attn: President Keiser
As your next student body
president, It is my compelling duty
to' Inform you of some recent
developments concerning the pa-
vilion. '
last fall, President Keiser made
an esoteric arrangement with the
Bronco Athletic ' Association
(BAA). He gave to that organiza..
tlonnot only the 600 pavilion seats
you' may have heard about last
month, but also soma 1300others.
The terms, by 'which the BAA
Intends to sell these 1900seats are
nebulous at this point.
As to the question' of why we
students were not informed of this
transaction, the answer must be
Tis l
lif ,
by .Richard Meisler
In my experience discussions of
race relations in classrooms and
elsewhere on college campuses
have changed radically in the last
few years. In the old days we had
lively and ritualized arguments,
with Blacks and their liberal white
supporters on one side and with
other whites, who thought that the
influence of racism was exaflgerat-
ed, .opposlnq them. Now things
nave changed.. A new ritual is
developing. The whites and a few,
Blacks are on one side, complaln-
ingabout affirmative action, and a
group of Blacks is opposing them
with the standard view of the evils
of prejudice and discrimination.
The Whites have a new spirit
and confidence and sense of moral
outrage at government, business
and 'industry's new policies of
favoring women and minorities.
The white male middle-class work-
ing stiff is the newVictim, and he's
madder than hell. I often imagine
the impressions of a traveller who
returned to this country after a trip
of several years. The toneof these
arguments WOUld,I think, suggest
that while the traveller was gone,
the major positions of power in our
society had been taken over by
militant Blacks and women's lib-
bers.
The resentment about affirma-
tive action is Inevitable. It Is
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Viewpoint:
IlrneForProtestColumnprovided by the man who unila-
terally and surreptitiously made
that decision, President Keiser.
It's my hope that Dr. Keiser will
come forth with a public statement
and in a concise and succinct
manner tell us 1) how many seats
to date have been sold and' the
exact sum of money collected
through their sale, 2) the length of
ownership, and 3) when the reve-
, nue received exceedsthe 4 million
dollar "gift" the BAA promised,
where will that excess be chan-
neled.
I hope, too, that President
Keiser in a straightforward fa-
shion will assure us, the people
charged with the responsibility of
financing the pavilion, that we
iiir I
th,
Indeed will have the dominant
voice in selecting Its manager.
, Dr. Kelser may also desire to
explain why he Is opposed to a
survey, one whlchwlll for the first
time be unbiased and statistically
valid, and which will accurately
determine the attitude of students
towards .the $40 fee Increase
required to fund the pavilion.
Being one of the elected repre-
sentatives for the associated stu-
dents of Boise State University,
and as a concerned student, I
respectfully Invite PresJdent Kei-
ser to please respond publicly to
these issues.
Sincerely,
Mike Cramer
ASBSU President-Elect
rl
ndR
impossible to correct long-term
injustices and to treat' everyone
with scrupulous short-term fair-
ness. Our world Is too eompetltlve
and therewards, like jobs, money
and privilege are too limited. Yet
in these discussions, the idea that
racial minorities are now the
privileged classes is never really
challenged. Is this all true? Are
Black people really in charge noW?
VVhat is it like to be Black' in
,America? How much' has
changed? I ' was thinking .about
these questions when a govern-
ment publication came in the mail.
The, name of the booklet is
simple and direct: Facts of. Life '
and Death. It is published yearly
by the Public Health Service. It is
a collection of American vital and
health statlstlcs, As I thumbed
through it I saw that some of the
statistics were broken down by
race, and that there was, some
information about the condition of
life for minorities In our country.
The most recent statistics are for
1976. Here are someof the facts of
American life and death:
* *Among the babies born In
1976, the white girls can expect,
statistically, to live for 77.3
years and the. white boys for
69.7 years. Black babies will die
five years earlier. Their life
expectancies are 72.6 and 64.1.
**VVhite Infant mortality in 1976
Dear Mr. Wills: A recent column
makes it apparent that you have
swallowed whole the arguments of
the INFACT organization on the
NesUeboycott without making any
effort to determine what the nestle
view on this problem might be.
As a result; the column is full of
errors. For instance; Nestle does
not have "women in white"
delivering samples to mothers in'
their homes.
, Also, there is certainly no effort
on the part of Nestle to "capture
new markets" in the developing
countries. Nestle has been manu-
facturing' infant formula In Europe
for more than 100 years and has
distributed the product. in the'
developing' countries for more
than 60 years. There is nothing
about this effort that is new. Our
distribution .efforts have been
a1medat middle and upper Glasses
. In these cOuntries. The."legroups
certainly can afford the product,
contrary toJhe Implications in your
article.
To insure that the products do
playa positive role In the health of
infants, Nestle has adopted poli-
cies which cOncentrate on educat-
ing mothers on the superiority of
breast milk and on the proper use
of formula prodUcts. For example:
1. Every label of formula pro-
duct contains the statement that
breast milk is best. Detailed
written instructions on preparing
the formula are given,. and there
are step-by-step illustrations
showing proper use. The labels
are printed In the official language
of the country and in the main
vernacular'languag.e.
2. Nestle employs .qualified
nursesor midwives to assist health
professionals In holding clinics on
such topics as the Importance of
breast-feeding, diet for. mothers,
was 13.3 deaths per 1,000 live
births. Black infant mortality
.'was 23.5.
.* *VVhltematernal mortalitv was
9 dead mothers per 100,000 live
births. Black maternal mortality
was 26.3.
**In the first 28 days after birth,
9.7 white babies died for every
1,000 live births. The rate of
Black neonatal deaths was 16.3.
,J ·*'n 1976 78.7 out of every
100,000 Black .men died in
accklents, while the rate tor
white men was 64.5. The rate
for Black women was slightly
lower, 26.3, than the rate for
white women,' 27.9.
**Thedeath rates for homicide
among Blacks In 1976 was 33.2
,100,000. For whites it was !;i.4 ..
In all of these areas, the gaps
between Blacks and whites was
getting smaller, but usually slow-
ly. In the basic matters of life and
death, however, we are stlll far
from an egalitarian society.
VVhen I put down the booklet I
.wondered how much of this infor-
mation, along with the complex
stories that lie behind it, is taught
at our colleges and unlversttles,
My own experienoe in higher
education would indicate that very
little of it Is presented and
explained to the average collage
student. Is our education reflect-
ing the reality oi our world? .
To
-general hygiene and proper use of
formula products.
3. No advertising of formula
product· is' done -In developing
countries.
4. Nestle gives no free samples .
of formula to mothers. Doctors,
hospital staffs and government
health services are given limited
amounts of free samples. These
health professionals, who are the
best judges of the nutritional
needs of mother and infant, are
the proper intermediary between
, industry and infant formula users.
5. On occasion, nestle. Is re:-
quested to provide formula pro-
ducts or medical -equipment to
misslonaries,orphanages, doctors
or hospitals. Nestle scrutinizes.
each request to Insure that the
requested item is intended· to
-,benefit the community as awhole.
If there Is communitywide benefit
, .and If the request Is reasonable,
Nestle donates these Items.
by Samantha Sliva' ing faculty members, yet It seems
A groWing number of BSUthat they are doing nothing.
students are speaking to the Students have become anaIagous
construction of a multi-purpose to children in a rocky marriage.
pavilion. They question its validity The growing tension Is apparent.
for the follOWing reasons. Increased fees are an Important
BSU is simultaneously gaining a boneof contention. The recent $40
building and losing teachers: In- per semester fee increase equals
vesting 14 million In a pavilion about 17% of our total fees.
while telling professors that their Considered an athletic cost and
services can no longer be afforded. combined with the $18 that at-
Yet, brick and mortar do not an ready goes toward athletics, 26%
education "make. We envision So- of our student fees is apportioned
crates teaching his pupils under to athletics-a larger percentage
open skies. By anachronism we than Is apportioned to any. other
might see them learning as well In area.
the multi-purpose pavlllon; but The 1% Initiative may make
what becofTiesof learning without tuition Inevitable In the next few
Socrates? years, but the pavilion will not be
, The Idea of a pavilion at Boise ,paYed for. in a few years. Tuition
State Is fine If the sChool could cost would be added- over and
afford It. Obvlo~y, we can not. above the ongoing pavilion cost.
Enrollment Is down; fees are up; Fixed costs at the university will
funding is short. Any Institution continue to rise, but the budget
operating In today's environment' may not rise to meet those costs
must think In terms of what any and we"may find ourselves In over
investment will return In future ,our heads. We must look ahead
benefits based on Its cost today. now. Midway through construe-
As a university, we must examine tion of the pavilion we can't close
and y,relgh the profit to education our eyes and hope it will go away.
against the cost to education. Once it beginsL we are committed
Enrollme'nt, In today's terms, Is to the cost and to the consequen-
a cost. From last spring's figures, ces 01 that construction. .
it is down by 800 students at BSU. The highly publicized notion
No wonder President John Keiser that It Is the "students' pavilion"
stood beside punch and cookies is a fallacy. Six-hundred of the
during ,spring break, playing the "students'" seats have already
recruitment game. If he had told gone on sale In exchange for
the whole story, It probably would donations. Local corporations ra-
have gone something like this: tionalize their donations by saying
"Unfortunately, fees are up by that the project will benefit the
$40; we are losing faculty, and community. well. the community
some programs may be cut alto- has twice voted against a perform-
gether. But we will soon have a Ing arts center that they didn't"
great building where students can want to PilY for. Now, here is the
shoot baskets, or attend sports opportunity to have' the students
activities and 'concerts." .Those pay for a somewhat modified
things will indeed attract some center that the community will
people, but we can't fool ourselves have access' to. Clearly, what is
into thinking that the pavilion will good for the community Is. not
attract out-of-state students as always goOdfor Boise State. BSU
they face an lncreased out-of-state must separate education and meke
tuition (one way jhe admlnlstra- that a goal in itself,dlstlnguishing ,
tion hopes to compensate for the it from administrative, communl-
budget cuts) and fewer academic ty, and corporate Interests.
programs. We have to consider Learning is a goal we all share
the People that we aren't attract- as students in a university. Now
ing-those who are looking for a we must take theresponslblllty to
quality education from quality protect that goal within this time-
people. Attracting good minds, honored tradition. And, though we
which is an integral part of the are a '70s' group of people, the
quality of a, university, means vivid memories of the 60's demon-
weathering such things as the 1% stratlons remind us that that too is
lnltlatlve without incurring huge a time-honored tradition-the tra-
academic losses. That means set-: dition of people wanting to be
tlng high educational priorities effectively listened to.VVhat hap-
and dispensing-with non-academlc pens to our educational opportunl-
luxuries ,like the pavilion. ties Is entirely relevant to us. We
Attracting' new f2£ulty' becomes must-now appeia to that relevancy.
another problem entirely;' a1-' Let's show the community and the
though, unfortunately, we do not administration that we do care
have the lUXUrYof that problem. about the quality of education at
New faculty currently seems flnan- BoiSe State University, that. we
cially out of the question. But what care about academic programs and
about the universitys 'remaining about professors, that we care far
f.\ltractiveto currenUaculty? Mo- less for the mullt-purpose pavl-
raleamong faculty is not good. lion. Our concern can create a
Budget cuts have made for job strong. student voice.
il1security, 'and. dwindling re- (Samantha Silva, a BSU student,
sOurces are a, real problem. The can be reached at 345-3236 for
BSU administration could do a further .information.)
great i:Ieiuto work toward !eassur-
The price- 'of Nestle formula
product varies from country to
CQuntry. In some countries the
price is controlled by the govern-
ment. The overwhelming majority
of formula sales are made In urban
areas to middie and upper income
mothers and to working' mothers
who can afford the product.
It is the poor mothers in rural
areas,where infant. formula is
generally unavailable" to supple-
ment breast milk, whose Infants
stili suffer a'50 percent mortality
rate before the age of five. There
is no question "that we must all
work together to 'Improve ..the
nutrition of infants born to those
mothers. "
A number of missionaries who
have written us express concern
that restrictions on the availability
of Infant 'formula would seriously
compromise their work in the
Third World" and would be an
injustice, to the people of these
countries who depend upon them
(excerpts. from some of these
letters are enclosed).
I hope this background wiil help
you better appreciate Nestle's
concern about Infant nutrition In
cleveloping countries and what it is
doing to_ help solve these 'truly
co,mpl~x problems.
Sincerely. '
Henry G.Ciocca
,Assistant Secret~
""
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Standard Testing
• I.. ",
ETS .exEicutives wlll not com-
ment "until we have seen the
report. "
These problems and others~
such as an apparent bias in the
tests that result In lower scores for
blacks and Hispanics-have
prompted groups like the National
Teachers Association and the
Association for Black Psycholo-
gists to call for a ban on standard-
ized tests like the SAT.
Employees at the ETS bristle at
such charges, but as one former
employee puts it, "there's a lot of
lip service given, but (don't think
they're really bothered by it." .
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
vate coaching classes to .prepare
for the tests, according to Forbes
magazine. The Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Centers, which pro-
vide such classes in 40' cities,
charge $275 for the SAT class and
claim their students consistently
score higher than non-tutored
students.
"Even one hour of cOachingcan
make a difference," says Carlyle
Maw, a research associate at the
National Institute of Education.
"The coaching issue is one of
equality-who can afford ·it? If it .
turns out that $250 expenditure is
aguaranteeof a higher test score,
then the test might well. be
construed as hailing limited use-
fulness. Not to mention that test
use .then becomes an item of
discrimination.' ,
The issue led to a Federal Trade
Commission investigation, two
years ago. The FTC report indicat-
ed that the coaching schools'
claims were right: Significant
gains in the SAT scores could be
aehleved by coaching. But this
report has never been released.
"We did shy away from releas-
ing it," says Charles Shepherd, a
special assistant to the FTC's
Bureau of Consumer Protection.
"The Implications of the study
required it. If we say that coaching
is effective-and I'm not saying
. that is or isn't the case-we rnlqnt
have a panic situation i,n terms of
test takers. COaching schools
might pop out of nowhere....As it
is, there's a problem with the
data.,.we contracted to do more
analysis." ..
Some legal experts say that if
the FTC study concludes that ErS
has misled test takers into not
taking helpful coachingc;ourses, a,
class action suit could be filed on
behalf .of millions who believed
ETS.
NOW AVAILAB.LE IN BOISE
• BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
• DISCO SYSTEMS
• INTERCOM SYSTEMS
• OUTDOOR PA SYSTEMS
RENTALS & LEASING AVAILABLE ~.
Disco Systems W/Lites as low as : '159.95 mo.
•
- 211 No. 8th & Overland
I I ILI....~J .Park Shopping Center
~ = . Servingthe Northwestin 5!Sta~t~es~~~~~
"
~
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too to begin thinking about working and learningwith next year's University Arbiter.on
People Needed for:
o Secretarying <I Cartooning ~ Managinge Reporting • Illustrating
o Selling • Photographing
- Indeed, unhampered by regula-
tion, the organization has shown
impressive growth since its incor-
poration in 1947. It now offers over
300 tests, and its researchers are
constantly coming up with"'more .
';'1 think we're on the verge of a
new era in. testing, a real break-
through period," says ErS' Wil-
liam Angoff. Invarious quarters of
ETS, test developers are working
on forms of measurement .for
things not -prevlously tested by
amployersor admissions direc-
tors, including' creatlvlty, compas-
sion, motivation, and other' traits
known traditionally as "soft"da-
ta, beyond the range of standard-
ized scores. . LA
• Editing
" Writing
• Layouting
1. Apply now at U.A. office - 2nd floor Student Union BUilding
2. Register for eM 2fJ7 - Special topics course on Student Newspaper
(Ii'sted on p. 2fJ of. Fall '79 class schedule) required for editorial posi-
tions/recommended' .for all staff members
3. Be, ready to grow with your newspaper serving ·your needs.
YOUR TIME IS
RUN ING OUT Q 00 FOR
THE PEACE CORPS
A DVISTA
The Rest Of The World
by Richard Smith
Out of tho Washington Post
Europeans woro driving the superior radial
tires a decade before Americans were. U.S.
auto and tire companies were laggard In
promoting them before the 1973 011
embargo. Because of Its experience with
radials Michelin Is now tho 4th largest
seller of tires in the U.S. while the U.S. has
become the world's largest tire Importer,
Non-frozen nltrlle-freo bacon Is now being
sold on a large-scale commercial basis on
the East Coast.
Doctors at Yala have developed an "artifi-
cial pancreas" which will more nearly
approxlmato nature's method of adminis-
tering Insulin. The new device would
mlnlmle wild swings In Insulin levels of
diabetics whose self-administrations - of
Insulin cannot alWays be perfect.
In the 3rd such case In a yOlIr, In California
Kaiser Hospital of Oakland has agreed to
settle for $6 million to pay to a child, who
suffered brain damage after the mother
was a<lmlnlstered too much pltocln to
Induce labor.
Researchers 8t uc Riverside have found
that "bio-dEl(,radable" detergents leave
residues which can stili be toxic to some
aquatic species. The previous tests for
sulfonates, the ecological answer to phos-
phates, was faulty because It only deter-
mined the levle of undergrade<! sulfonates
.but not the level of partly degraded
Intermediate compounds.
A former supervisor at Korr·McGoo test I-
lied In tho Karen Silkwood trial that
conditions at the plant where 'she worked
were so filthy thatsomotlmes one couldn't
breathe because of heavy ammonia and
uranium fumes.
If you haven't applied for an overseas or U.S. volunteer
, position beginning this summer, your time is funning
out.
We are now accepting applications for one and
two-year openings throughout the U.S. and in 65
overseas developing nations in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Seniors and graduate students in a wide variety' of
academic disciplines, background skills, or with relevant
community volunteer service experience are now being
accepted.
Fundamontallst Moslems have succeeded
In persuading the government to ban an,
800 year old book written by. a religious
mystic about the Sulls. Academicians have
protested the ban.
A patent WlUI Issued on an artlllcial 11mb
Which can be connected to muscles by
artificial tendons, thus permitting more
natural movement. ' -
The West Is replacing tho South as the most
alienated region In the U.S. Decisions on
natural. resources and wilderness being
made by "easterners" Is the b.lggest f!'Clor
In the estrangement.
Ten thousand birds died In New York·when
a farmer applied 800 Ibs:OI, 1IH0-10
fertilizer per acre on his land andthe birds
ate the dry Pellets of fertilizer before:the
pellets could be absorbed by the land.
There Is now grumbling against Somozs In
his own national guard.
A socond foetor In hyportonslon has been
discovered, and .thero maybe others,
Renin, a hormone made In the kidneyS to
help regulate the sodium balance In the
blood, will stimulate exC'3SSwater .vol me
In the blook If a kidney malfuntlon rs.
Consequently, many cases of hyperte Ion
that .are now treated with ex nslve
. chemicals could be more effectively reated
with a simple administration of uretlcs,
Underground houllng Is fast gaining In
popularity. Whereas there were an esti-
mated 200 eatth-sheltered homes at the
start of 1979 In the U.S., by the end 01 the
year there mllY be 1000. a development of
220 sucl1 homes Is· being planned .In
Olkahoma. Underground houses are less
likely' to leak· When waterproofed than
aboveground houses becliuse the reols are
not exposed to the oxtreme effects 01 the
weather. 'The cost of . construction of
undllrground hO\lslng. varlas. rsglanelly
from 10% below to 10% above the cost of
conventional hO!JSlng.
Jack Andorson reports that the World Bank
and Inter-American Development' Bank
operate like kingdoms unto themselves
even though they are supported by U.S, tax
money. They can make questionable multi-
million dollar loans Without fear of I~. .
A.U. of Wyoming scientist Increased the
life of single cell organisms by 50% by
applying a double dose of UV radiation of
specific wavelengths to activate the cells'
repair mechanlsm-a photoreaetlve en-
zyme.
The findings of rings around [upltar
demonstratas the 130 year old Roche
principle. That principle states that any.
satellite within a distance of 2.45 times the
radius of the larger body being orbited will
be torn apart by graVitational "tides" as It
rotates,
JupHer's lo's volcanIc activity Is probaby
caused by ,Jupiter's and other moons'
conlllcting gravitational effects on lo's
Interior Where great friction Is generated.
Harvard'i president said the university
should not make activist political stands.on
Issues such as South Africa's apartheid for'
fear of loss 01 academic. and financial
"Independence ...
Turkoy'" lOCUlargovominenl Is jawboning.
the riVal religious 8OC1sto end the strife
Which has'resulted In fatalities In southeast
Turkey.· FundamentrJIst Sunnls have at-
tacked the more liberal Alevls In the past
but the fighting has. subsided.
Peace Corps/
Vista
The toughest job
you'll ever love.
AND THE TIME
TO APPLY
lISNOWI
VISTA/PEACE CORPS RECRUITERS AT
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY APRIL 3-5.
Information Booth open, StUdent Union
Bldg. LDbby, 9:Dga-3:00p and 5:00p-7:00p.
VISTA Film Seminar, SUB Teton Am. April
2, 7:00p. Peace Corps Film Seminar, SUB
Bannock Rm. April 3, 7:00p. Scheduled
Interviews, Admin. Bldg. Rm 117, April 3
and April 5, 9:00a-5:00p.
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V.rllty B.leball' 8SU vs Un tv of Pugel
Sound. 12:00, here
VWCA:lhe 'ollowlng classes are beginning
Sell Defense lor Women. Slim & Tome,
SeU Defense 'or Women. Slim & Tone.
Watercolors. ANable Dance, Bridge, &
Drawing. r311 ~3688 'or info.
Wllfbhop: "The Process 01 Aging and
Health Assessment," sponsored by the
BSU Nuralng Dept" 8:~:00 p.m.. Big
Four of the SUB. $10.00 reo. tee. 0.11
3B$-3B31 lor Info.
Arbiter Edlle< """ilion: Last dayto submit
application lor posillon.
en.ttYlA..,.,.. center. group medttatton every Monday at
7:30 lit 'he Cen, .... call ~725 for Info.
l«tunt: oonoomlng the toptc of "A Liberal Arts Education,"
'oaturlna Or. Eva Brann, a professor at SL John's College.
The lecture Is free 81 7:30 p.m. tn Nex Perce Room,
Ilol.. Ultlo ThoIIe<: "Four In A Garden.';
jay Sherlock, DIreCtor. CoIl 342·5104 for
lnfu. . .
_ aallery 01 At1: exhlbll opena. the
works of Frill Scholder dealing wllh
Southwest American Indians.
Sonlor Rocllll: G... ald Morelock .. Barllone.
4 p.m. In Room 111 of tho MUSic Building.
Movie: "Pardon Man Allalr" (foreign). 8:00 p.m. In 'he Special
EvontsGenter, Admluion:,sludentl $.50. oon-students $-'.00.
V.raIly _II: BSU YS U of I,neon, 'here. '-
-cr.ttve Awarena. center: workshop on "Your Seven
Splrllual Centres C1lskras," 1-5, $20.00 per person, at 'he
"""t .... 1155 Ballantyne, Et:gle. CoIl.llJ9-B725 for Info.
Movie: "Brother Sun and alster Moon."
8:00 p.m .• In the SpoclDl Events Center.
Admission: students $.50,' non·studonla
$1.00.
!'!II ~ PhI Honan Socl.ly: Spring ~
Inillalion. 4:00 p.m.. Ada I.oung., SUB.
~~~. Frltetlman Is the featured ''''';,'
Rod C""" Blood 0rI•• : aponsored by the
TKE's In the Big Four Room, 9-3. For info
call 343-5163.
Creative AWlreneu Conter: group meditation at 7:30 at the
Genter, call 9J9..8725 for info.
TV Spacial: "NBC Beporta: Reading.
Writing and Ree'er." Chan. 7, 4:30·5:30
Varsliy Bal<lball: BSU YS BVU. 1 p.m ..
here.
Dept. of Music: recital by Wendy Salinas.
Cello and Kevln Paustian. Trumpet. <4:30
p.m. in Room 111 of the Muelc Builcling.
Movie: "Ch, What A Lovely War" (pap
film). 8:00 p.m.. In the Special Events
Center. Admission: studoots $,50. non-
Stud""" $1.00. .
Dept. of Thoeler Arb: presents "Arsenic and Old lace:"
Varsity lJItObIlI: BSU vs seattle Un/v .. noon, there.
Natlanal YWCA Waok: April 22·28.
BoIse Philharmonic: 7.30 p.m., Capllal High School Audi.
torlum.
Dept, of Theator Art.:. presents "Arsenic
and Old lace."
BSU Gallery of Art: "Annual Student
Exhibition," atl-medla extubtrton 01 BSU
student work selected by facully ccmmit-
lees. April 2J-May 10. .
"l~r::~ BaHtaIl: BSU vs Eastern Oregor) Stale Collego. noon,
Fori Bolle Community CenI.,r:~ceramlC8 I class begins. Gall
384-4128 or 384:-4256tor info.
CreaUve Awarenotl Centor: group meditation every Monday 81
7.:30 8t Ihe Center. call 339--8725for info.
FOri Bofl8Communlty COnler: 518100d
Glass I class bogins. CaU,384-4128 or
384-4256 'or info.
BolsoPhllharmonlc: a:15. Capital H;gh
School Auditorium.
Dept. of Thealer Am: presents "Arsenic
and Old lace."
At the ~'S~t--:M-:'OV--:-"-:-:-":-:JU~II:-a'-:-:"-:-8:~oo:-p-.m-.-:-ln-:-spoc-la~I--=:--::::--j--:C:-~0llI-:tlY-a-A- ....-· rencm--ea-nt-or.-.-gr-ou-p-m-ed-,-,.. --:....----f---...:.---------------
. Events Centcr. Admission: students $.50. flon CVety Monday o117:JOa1 the Conter.
~ non-student:s $1.00. call 939-6725 for Info.
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- Ult •• Thooter: "Four In A Garden,"
Jay SherlOCk, Dhetor, CBlI 342-5104 for
Info.
Bolio Go •....; 01 M: Boise Reading.
Consortium; RosaII. Sorrels, Bobpl. LOu-
Ise .Hawklns, and Terri Gorthwalt.. ,
10 CommlQlonon thoArtl: 5tot. Planning mooting concerning
. FILMIVIDEO' 9-5, ConI. Room of the 10 State Library, ledv.
rog. ne, 384-"119).
Vanlty IlnobcII:BSU VBNNe, 3:00 p.m. there.
e-t: Coffeehouse with Don Eaton, 8-10 p.rn. Inthe SUB
Lookout. Coffee, punch, and munchl es. Free to students, $1.00
for non~atUdenI8.
Sp;dal Evont: Clown troupe "Kit 'n' Caboodlos," 6 p.m. show'
In the Quad (In Speclsl Evenls Center ff woolher Is bad).
FoliowlaQ the maln show there will be a luggllng 'NOrkshop.
BolIo Lilli. ThNtlf: "Four In A Garden,"
Jay. Sherlock, Olroctor. Call 3.c2·5104 for
Info.
Groduote Student Voice Roeltal: sara
'Duggin, Janot Own, Gotherlne Gllk, 4:30
p.m., In B5U Muok: Roeltel HslL
Ilolao Ultle Thootor: "Four In A Garden."
Jay Sherlocl<, OIroctor. CoIl 342-5t04 for
info.' •.
Radial: William Taylor, Berttone end
JosePh BaJd~e, Guitar. 6:15 p.m. in
the Special Events Center.
Varalty ~II: BSU vs Gonzaga, doublellellders ot 1 p.m.
nnd noon.
Women'. Tennll: BSl,J Inliitational. BSU, Montana. Montana
51.. 10, 10 51.. Cent'sl Washlnglon.
,i Baile Little Thealer: "Four In A Garden,"Joy Sherlock, Dlrector. cen 342·5104 fa,Info.Mountain Homti Ba" Dance: call 385-1223
for Info. ..
Varalty BaHbaIl: B5U ve Gonzaga Unlv ..
Uruv .• noon, here.
Track & Field: AU·h:Jano Moo's and Women's Moot. women at
Hia.rn; in Bronco Stadium. men a1 2 n.m. In Bronco Stadium
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Mise, items - Bargains - New,
Used! Gifts - Arts -. Crafts
Consignment Sales
0 CD
00.. 0 0 • • • s.
'Pe/(1glllll~is •• CD
" •
0 Co/IFe IPllo/IOI - e
0 0 (:) CD 0) CD " 0 • $ • 0 0•.
PLAZA LEVEL
i o v el~ 'J rtlclmOt1(1
!rIO lor the (flOe
ana -}'OOI1"
~~~~o~~~;~E'59679
Lo~el.., 1110sports
J .Shlllllll)
diamonds
-~~g,!,V~~~EE 535150
Peace Of Mind Policy
30 Day Money back Guarantee
lor any reason
YOUNG ADULT ACCOUNTS!
Petlonally designed to make
buying on credlleasy for
Responsible Young Adults
HOFF BUILDING'
LET US BECOME A PART
OF YOUR "LOVE STORY"
EASY CREDIT TERMS
10 diamonds
In eleganl cooero
b"dal sel
~~g,!~~~~E 567125
ElQUISJle bfldal'sel
soons ~ ICy diamonds
~~g,!FV~~~EE 531425
. ~.
10 dIamonds In
eleganl modern
bfldal set
~~g,!FV~~~~ 563150
Shlmmermg 21
diamond SWirl
bridal set
~~~~~~~~'146250
WHEN LOVE COMES TO YOU COME TO .
"THE DIAMOND SPECIALISTS"
Call Jewelers
• VISTA VILLAGE .. WESTGATE MALL
• DOWNTOWN BOISE. KARCHER MALL
Sluggers,Open Conference
Steve McMannon's .4!J7avetage
makeS him BSU's leading hitter.
run average among pitchers on the
team, carrying a 2.19 ERA and a
2-1 record. Steve Riggers has a·
spotless 3-0 win-loss record.
The Broncos are hitting a .332 as
a team compared to .2137 for their
opponents.' . lA.
Boise State Golfers
Find Tough comoetltlon
Art Supply,
IDAHO'S LARGEST
DEALER
Fe.aturlng M~Jo, Blfands:
Grumbacher Crescent Cardboard
Winsor Newton Koh-i-Noor
Permanent Pigments. Strathmore
FWeber. Chart Pak
.Sculpfure House liquitex
Bienfang Bee,Paper
Speedball Pickett
X-Acto Ulano
Testrite A·W-Faber
Eberhard Faber, P~ntalic
D'arch.es Osmiroid .
820 W. J8fferson '345-2564 Mon:"'sat 9-5:30
The Boise Stale University golf
team got its first indication of the
competition it will face this sea-
son, after finishing eight and
seventh in two tournaments in
Washington. ,
BSU. finished. eighth in the
Division I bracket at the Seattle
University Golf Tournament .
.Seattle University won with a
total of 1, 129 strokes .. Boise' State
completed the final 'standings at
1,257.
Top finisher for the Broncos was
Joe Hickman with a two-day total
of 241, followed by Ron Rawls with
- a 247, Jim Wallace, 253, RusW
Martensen, 254 and Toby Keim
with a 266 total.
"This may very- well be the
toughest course we will play all
year," Golf Coach John Raynor
said of the Sahalee Country Club
In Seattle, Washington.
"Joe hit the ball very well, but
he had a lot of trouble with his
putting, and that Is something you
cannot afford to have happen on a
Ilene's New & Used Store -
The Boise State University base-
ball team opened the Northern
Pacific Conference baseball sea-
son on a successful note this past
weekend, tal<"ing three of four
games from 'Puget Sound.
The Broncos walloped. Puget
Sound, 21-2 In saturday's opener
but dropped the nightcap, 54.
BSU'took two games Sunday, 6-5
and 17-3. '
, The .Broncos have a busy week
ahead, hosting Eastern' Oregon
State College for a makeup dou-
bleheader starting at 1:30. p.m.,
Tuesday, April 3. On Wednesday,
April 4, BSlI entertains Northwest
Nazarene College in a single game
at 3 p.m. The Broncos head north
this weekend, taking on Nor-Pac
opponent Idaho fora four game
set in Moscow. saturday'S double-
header begins at I p.m. Sunday's
twin-bill starts at noon.
The Broncos are 11-10 overall and
3-1 in conterence play; Left fielder
Jim Dawson has a 15 game hitting
streak and sports a .416 batting
. average. Steve McMannon con-
tinues to lead the club in hitting
with a .487 average. He also leads
- the team in homers with eight."'-------.,....---:- ;.:.._-1 Tom Williams has the best earned
1228 Oakland [Corner of Boi'se Ave & Rossi]
Ph 336-9692 Mgr Lonnie Bramon
Serving 'Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
HOMEMADE PASTRIES e HOMEMADE SOUPS
superior golf course like Sahalee,' I
Raynor said.
The Broncos finished in a sev-
enth place tie at the 12 team
Washington State Invitational
Tournament.
Theteam champion was again
Seattle University with 754
strokes. Boise State finished 35
strokes behind at 789. 'LA
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Women's Track Meets '
, .. , '
Heavy Competition At Oregon
by Beth Rupprecht .
. Boise State's tracksters were
expecting top competition from
OregonState at the dual meet held
at Boise State on March 24. Not
only did the Oregon team live up
to their expectations, but they won
every event except the discus.
Oregon State finished the meet
with 110 points and 16 Regional
qualifying performances while
BSUfinished with V points and 2
Regional qualifying performances.
Top performances by the OSU
women Included a sweep in the
high jump In which Sue Blake,
Sandy huntley, and Sonja Harrig-
'feld bettered the Regional quallfy-,
Ing standard. . ,
Tonja Reigel, Terl Cooper, and
Kitsy Hail of Oregon State went
1-2-3 in the javelin throw. Ail three
throwers made Regional qualify-
Ingand National qualifyJng marks
with their throws.
On the track, Olympic runner,
Kathy Weston, 'NOnthe 400 meter
open with a 56.2 time and ran the
<iOO anchor legs on Oregon State's
Winning Medley and Mile relays.
. Despite being overpowered by
OSU, the Bronco women managed
a few good marks.
Patty Kasel had the only win for
Boise with her throwof 126'1" in
the discus. Diana McAnulty took
second in the discus with a124'9"
throw. .
This was the first, meet In which
.the Boise women, made Regional
qUalifying marks:
The first to.qualify was the 4xilO
. relay.. .
SusanWessels, andConnle Taylor
tied the Regional 'mark of 49.9.
A new SChoolrecord was set by
Judy Smith In the 800 meters; Her
time 012:24.31 knocksmore than a '
second off Sue' Shenk's year old
record. '
Beth Rupprecht qualified for
Regionals and broke the school
record In the 5000 meter run.
Rupprecht's time of 18:59.48 put
her weil under the Reglonalquali-
tying time (19:25.5) and under
Barb Buchan's record of 19:20.2.
Despite cold weather and high
altitude,
ing marks at the Idaho State
University Invitational on March
31. .
The lackof depth was the blame
for the second place team finish to
~DUYJ' SELL ~nd TkADE-
New and Used I\ecords and Tapes
We Guarantee What Ne Sell
.Highest Prices F' lid For
Your Records & Tapes
i 105 WEST IDAHO DOISE,IDAHO
'PRETZELS'
'M
DEER HERE
Beth Rupprecht, BSU's 1500 meter record holder. Time: 11.0004.
Idaho State, 183 points to BSU's
132. Early season Injuries had
knocked out 800 meter runner Gail
$mlth (stress fracture), 5000 meter
runner Cherry .Gardner (stress
. fracture), and long jumper Tammy
Schwartz (broken leg). Recent
ailments to sprinter Karen Osburn
, and 800 runner Lisa Johnson also
cut into the team's depth.
BSU's Connie Taylor, two-time
highschool 100 yard dash state
Champion, turned in a 12.49
clocking which puts her.01 under
Regional qualifying time. Connie's
100 meter time was her fastest
ever.
Boise State picked up points in
the 200 meter sprint with Susan
Wessel's second place (V.51),
and Darla Hasselqulst'sfourth
place finish (28.20).
Karma Osburn ran her seasonal
best in the 400 meter dash. Her
Winning time of 59.99 barely beat
ISU's Pachel Davidson (1.00.08).
BoiseState won all the distance
events In which they had en-
trances. But Idaho State's surplus
of distance runners cleaned up
;
.' 0
~
teetsre looma - boke
Iooms- III1p4ftlId & dam-
_tic yama - weaving &
cpInning supplies - dW
dyoa - batik & IllCO
auppUoa - booka &
~.
" .
...at crlte §ilPl of t.
. 1508 N. 13th ~t. Boise; ID 83702 "Idaloo·. eely ...... pIne hand.",,·ma aDd opI"""" ""l'I'ly."
Start A Beautiful
'Career.
Earn a pivot point designer's
diploma.
Learn IlIl' latest scientific hair care
techniques, Become qualified for
this beautiful and rewarding
career at Boisl:.> S uatiouolly
accredited beauty 'colleqc. Sl<lh.·.
Fed. and Gl grants available.
Beauty Services at low rates
by supervised students;
Professional products sold to
Individual needs.
,0;;.. ,:)22 JIl,. Latah 342-4657
most ofthe points behind the BSU,
winners.
Judy Smith, Jody Smith, and
Beth Rupprecht won the BOO,
1500, and 300 meter races respeo-
tively. .
Judy Smith and Beth Rupprecht
both broke their own school rec-
ords with their winning runs: Judy
running a 2:24.09 (breaking
2:24.31 she set a week earlier
againstOregon State), and Beth
running a 11:00.4 (breaking
11:16.0); ,
. Cindy Jorqensen provided some
depth in the 3000 meter by taking
third in 11:38.99, but other than
that, ISU had two or more tlnl-
shers in the top six in each
distance event,
Patty Kasel had her only win in
the shot put with a 11.69. meter
. throw. Her discus of 37.78 meters
was topped by a Regional and
National mark of 45.65 by ISU's
Pat Herrington.
The Team will travel this week-
end to Missoula, MT for the
University of Montana Invitational
Meet scheduled for Saturday,
April 7. lJA.
1"'",,,",w"'a""""'TE"''''sHDp''''''''''''''''''''"l
, §. the affordable 'computer store. g
, 418 N Orchard .Boise, m 83704
345-3811
We specialize in complete Business, Home
and Educational Computer Systems
Bally Processor Te'chnology
§ Exidy Horizon a
L""""'~~:~~"~~~~~"""''''''''''''''''''''i''''''''''~~~~~'''~:~~'''''''.J
. l1D~dI WEBUYUSED ~ WE SELl.
. GOOD l.EED fWl'&'0< I!OO<S
NEAR!.YNEW' MO· GI. ~ (10
SFAPOi SERVICE FOO on Cf PRINT Il()().;,
BOOKIA4UrI
'F,Hi5;AiE 5T BOISE.D83702 342.316'
.A.rblt~r Classifleds
\\liZ'
for You
385..~464
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Bronco Netters
Host Invitational
Following a rain-shortened trip to
Southern California, the Boise
State University tennis team will
host Its own BSU Invitational
Tournament, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, April 6-7 on the BSU
tennts courts. '. •
In addition to Boise State, com-
peting teams include the Univer-
sity of Washington, Washington
State, Weber State, Utah State
and Idaho State.
"This will be a highly competi-
tive tournament with some very
tough teams playing over the
weekend," BSU Tennis Coach
Dan Owen said. "I think several
teams will be strong but I expect
Washington, Weber State and
BoiseState to be among the better
teams," Owen said,
The Broncos, l-l on the season;
were scheduled to play several
matches In San Diego this past r-
week, but rain forced them to
. leave early after just one match.
BSU lost that match 9-0 to the
University of San Diego.
.The, Broncos did get another
match in, playing Nailada-Reno in
REino this past Thursday. BSU
surprised. the WCllfpack, beating
them 8-1. It was UNR's 18thmatch
of the season.
The Broncos dropped only one
singles match, on the way to
.\ APRIL 4, 1979
team Little AII~Amerlcawhlle
Hughes. earned honorable men-
tion. .
Leading the defensive team Is
first team Ali-Big SkY tackle Doug
Scott. He also earned honorable
mention Ali-America this past
season.
The Broncos finished the 1978
season with a 7-4 overall record
and 3-3 Big Sky mark.
According to NCAA regulations,
BSU will have 20 practice ses-
sions, Including the Blue-White
Intra-squad game on April 28 In
Buhl, 10, and the annual Alumni
g~ In Bronco Stadium, May 5.
All practices begin at 3 p.rn.and
are open to the public.' •
"We will ~ doing quite a bit of
experimenting this' spring,"
Criner said. "We need to get a
good look at just what we nave'and
plan accordingly. We partlcularty-
want to experiment with different
actions In the throwing game and
also make some adjustments de-
fensively," Criner said.
Criner said, the malnareaa of
Interest this spring are the quar-
terbaCkand center positions. Also,
depth on the offensive line and the
kicking game are areas of concern.
Boise State Spring Football Begins
Spring football. at . Boise State
University begins April 3 in Bron-
co Stadluni.
BSU Head Coach Jim Criner will
greet.76 prospective players. Of
that grou'p, 32 are returning
lettermen and ·10 are returning
starters.
Leading the offensive. unit are
backfield mates cedric Minter and
David Hughes. The Junior duo .
earned flrst team Ali-Big Sky
honors at ta!lback and full back,
respectively. Minter earned thirdSteve Appleton, BSU freshmantennis player; wins. for the
Broncos. .
victory. At number one singles,
BSU freshman Steve Appleton
defeated highly regarded Brian
McQuown of UNR, 2-6, 6-1, &4.
Mike Megale, Nelson Gourley and
Mark Jackson were also singles
winners for the Broncos.
UNR forfeited number one and
two doubles, and the BSU team of
Gourley and Jackson took number
three doubles from the team of
Stevenson and Shaw, 6-4, 6-1.
"I was really surprised with the
final score," Owen said after the
meet. "It was an especially big
win for Steve Appleton to beat a
highly ranked player like Brian
McQuown," Owen added.
We, seemed to take about a set
getting acclarnated but once our
: players got going, they were very
tough," Owen said.' LA
BSUTracksters
Remain Undefeated
Rod Pearsall steps out to win both
the 200 and 400 meter races last
turday. Photo by George Ragan
G, YOUR
. The . Boise state University
men's track team put tOgether an
excellent week of competition and
came away with an unblemished
dual meet record. .
Following last Monday's 107~
• win over the University of Neva-
da-Reno In Reno, the Broncos
hosted Utah State and Montana In
a triangular, beating Utah State
71-00. Montana finished third
with 47 points. In the duals, BSU
-topped USU, n-75 and knocked
off Montana, 87-56. USU topple
Montana, 81--69.
"Ifelt ail along that Utah State
would have one of their better
teams this sp.rlng," BSU Track
CoachEd Jacoby said. "They have
excellent balance," he added.
"I'm happy with our win in the
rreet but I'm also a . little con-
cerned," Jacoby said. "We had
some good performances but
we're not running as well as we
should In 800 meters and interme-
diate hurdles. We're going to have
to work harder in those events,"
Jacoby said.
"This week we are going to
regroup somewhat and put extra
Boise State Alumni Football Scheduled.
The ninth annual Boise State
University alumni football garr)e Is
scheduled for May 5 ln Bronco
Stadium.
The game culminates four weeks
of spring football practice at Boise
State which gets underway, Tues-
day, April 3.
"We're really pleased to be able .
to play the game again this year, "
BSU Head Football Coach, Jim
Criner said. "It gives the varsity
team something to look forward to
at the end of spring practice and
gives the fans an opportunity to
seewhat the Broncoswill iook like
in the fall. Also, it has a unifying
effect on us. It provides a 'chance
for us to bring the alums back and .
have a good time," Criner said.
work in all areas. Having the
weekend off will be good for us
and give us time to get ready for
the All Idaho Collegiate, April
14th," Jacoby said.
BSU sprinter Rod Pearsall won
both the 200 and ~ meters,'
Saturday. His 200 time was 22.2
and his 400 time W'dS 49.5. The
meet was run In a stiff, chilly
wind. .
Other Bronco winners included
Miles Hartlll in the shot put
(52-71f2), sean Cafferty in the
hurdles (14.68),Ken Sam In the 100
meters (10.90),and the mile relay
team of Carl Pollard, Gary Little,
George. Ragan and Kenrick
Camerud. They turned in a sea-
sonal best of 3:20.99.
Jim Stevens came through with a
seasonal best In the triple jump,
going 46-4, good for second place.
His second,. paired. with John
Barrett'.sfifth In the triple jump,
locked VP the win for BSU.
The Broncos are idle this week-
end and compete again on April 14,
hosting the All-Idaho Collegiate
Meet in Bronco Stadium. Action
ets underwa at noon. lJA.
plus deposit
on equipment
CASEY'S
BEER DEPOT
6.10. VISTA· AVE-.J
TAP- TUB .- .ICE" INCLUDED
Carl Pollard completes a 22'7" leap for 3rd place In last \Veek's track
meet. The jump Is a personal best for Pollard.
Photo by George Ragan
We can help you make
sure it wiD be!
Wedding Invitations &·Supplies ~~r:1/l
Bridal Accessories Albums
Shower & Reception Supplies
Custom Imprinting
Personal & Meaningful Gifts
Brides - Register for our Free
Monthly Drawin~! W .
•.... '~~." .. ' ~
~1tI~
.. Downtown Overland Park . Westgate Ma/l
---~-";"-'------"';'---------':"--~i'"
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taeted has Indicated enInterest in
playing, and 'f/f' already, have firm
commitments. ff!'m;Seve[a1 play-
ers, " Tomasini,said. "It'should be
an excellent alumni team and
competitive with the varsity. LA
TennisSlate
The Boise State women's tennis '
tearn Is on the road this upcoming
weekend for its first i979 road
matches.
Friday, April 6, the. Broncos will
be In Ellensburg, WA to meet the
University of Puget Sound and
Central Washington on the Cen-
tralcourts. BSU-UPSmatches will
begin at 9 a.m. while the Bronco-
Central competition begins at I
p.m. ' ,
Saturday, April, 7, the BSU
women will go against' the Univer-
sity of, Idaho at Moscow with
matches beginning at 3 p.rn,
Phyllis Dupras, a junior' from
Boise and BSU's number one
singles player, won all three of her
matches ag~lnst Northwest Naza:.:
rene, Eastern ,Oregon State, and
the College of Idaho players In tM-,
BSU'lnvltational, April 30. She~,
and sophomore Patrice Reim~r.
from Merldlan,lDat first doubi~,: .
took three matches as well. ~,--
Junior, Kelle ,VVestgn of Boi~:.
playing~he" third "singles sldt,'~
defeated al! three of, her. oppo;,
nents. ' l..A:.
Sam Mille.r
Wins Award
_Boise State University senior
Sam Miller has added another
honor to his list of football and
academic awards. '
Miller was recently named to th~
Sigma Phi Epsilon All-America
football team. Miller joins 21 other
athletes from Sigma Phi Epsilon
chapters across the nation on the
first team., n '
----U'L~~
,'~
/
Miller, a 6-0, 195 pound strong
safety for BSU finished his college
football career this past fall earn-
ing first team all-Big Sky, honor-
able mention All-America (APl,
first team Academic All-America
in the university division, and has
received an NCAA post-graduate. '
scholarship to continue his educa-
tion. lJl\
Now Stocking
, WESCO
LINEMAN'S BOOTS
LOGGER'S BOOTS (CALKS] .
Broadway, Boise
343-3474
.-,., . -'.
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WEEKDAYS 9:30 to 9
SATURDAY 9:30 to 7
Reg'.
48.00
Triple knit warm-ups.and jeg-
glng' suits in sizes XS-XL.
Ct\oose from hooded or full
front zipper styles,' in six color
combinations.
995
MENrS TENNIS &
RACQU~TDAU. SHIRTS
Look great on the court In a
colorful shirt. Great selection
of styles, sizes, and bright new
colors. Some 1st quality-some
slight irregulars.
%
OFF
HOODED SWEATSHII\ T
The perfect cover-up for jog-
ging or exercising. Drawstring
hood and full front zipper.
Navy. .
CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT Our reg.
5.45
Our reg.
8.999'
Comfortable cotton sweatshirt
in your choice of navy or gray.
adida~'A._~_"
·....DRAIILrr
ALL-PURPOSE
LEATHER SHOES
Our reg. 24.95 ~ 795 '
Wide .rnultl-cleated VUI-
canizedmolded soles with
13 .studs.. Padded collar,
heel lining, ,anc.f Insole
cushioned tor extra corn-
fortand protection.
adidas 'A._':':
MEHrS ....MILEl\rr
TRAINING SHOES
Reg. ; is'·
19.95 2 lot 3000
'Lightweight -btue nylon
uppers with suede rein-
forced toe and heel, plus
sure-:gripping' wedge sole.
for shock absoroenc .'
adida~"'_~_"
....MONICArr 01\
....FINALISyrr
Our reg. TEHNIS SHOES
2.49 Men's~"595 Ladles'i495
Can of three optic, yellow Classic canvas tennis.
tennis balls gQOdfor playing Rubber nubsoie for long
on any surface. Limit 6 cans. wear and excellent footing
on the court.
~' .
2~9 MAIN 5804 'FAIRVIEW,
.,._" ..._' . ....,.;-~-.,..... -.".,._ .._. - -,-_.,-_.".,-;-"
,"_ ~! ,\. -,,.~-,_ ..'," , ''','' 0"
Miss BSU· . Amerlccn
Scolarship Pagent Kit_N_ .
Kaboodle
. . TheaterCompany
April, 11-1979
Show at 6:00 on the Quad'
Between SPECand the SUB
.Pre Show all day
, The performance is Followed
:by' the Juggling Workshop
Juggling Is a'fun, relaxing and engaging
challenge that college students enjoy. We
each start with one ball, thrown from the
right hand to the left.hand and backagaln.
We work up to throwing two and then three
balls apiece, Juggling with a partner, and
learning simple tricks. Most studentscan
keep three balls going by. theendc of the
workshop. We conclude with a dernonstra-
""""""--"'" tlon of advancedd tricks, four and five bail
patterns, .and club and ring passing with
partners
April 147:00pm ",
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE .'
Cain' U8 Events ..
STARTINGAT6j30pm FRIDAY
Special Events Center .
THE..GODFATHEk
and
9:30pm
THE GODFATHER ~
n e
eith·
. ~ .- . ~ . - .' - .:
-
II The Best '1oung Comic In The Business '''Johnny Carson
pri1188:1S Student Union Ballroom
llSports Women of the Year"
•I
SUBBallroom
8:15pm
Student $2.00
.General $3.00·
WEDIMESDAY APRIL ~i
. In 11-11
·lOOI\UIJI
6pmto 10pm .Stop By and Relax
Free Coffee .
. ..:Punch & Munchies
Free Admission
-Fgr.
BSUStudents
t
Q
S~ngwtite t ,&.Guitarist
APRIL 4, 1979
, .
American tnorari, and even an
example of American.
During Intermission the audi-
encewill get a chance to get out of
their chairs and try their skills at
dancing some of the many dances
that had been done by the Inter-
national students.
Tickets for this festival are
available In Room 103 of the
Administration building. Ul\
should call 36,2-1799,or 3n-oooo
for more information.
The Western Opera Theater
travels throughout the western
United States In an effort to bring
the art of opera to places that
would not otherwise have the
opportunity of seeing professional
opera. The singers are chosen to
be part of the-season repertory
company from over 500applicants
in national adultlons. Most of
them are in their late 20's and 30's
and are among America's finest
young protesslonala. So thls
opportunity Is a rare occasion for
Boise and should be taken advent-
age of by-every Boisean. ll4\
will be Judged in the {ollowing
categories: swlrnsult, evening
gown, and talent.", '
Tickets ate available at the door '
and cost ,$.50 for students and
$1.00 for non-students. - lJA. .
Sample the Mellow Flavor of
tries, including foods from Russia,
Italy, Mexico, Bolivia, Chinese,
Spanish, Iran, and the Philippines.
The' song and dance aspect of
. the International Food, Song, and
Dance Festival Is 'also being
provided by the students. There'
will be songs and dances from a
rnultituoe of cultures including
Filipino, Japanese, Mexlcan,
Greek, Scottlsh, Micronesia,
Chapterhouse Bookstore on 8th &
Idaho, downtown Boise. The
opera will be sung In English and
promises to be a lively 'perfor-
mance.
In the mornings of both April
9th and 10th the Western Opera
Theater will be presenting "Cln-
, dereila" to local school children In
an effort to reach every age group
so that ail will gain knowledge
about the art of opera.
For those people who are espec-
ially interested in learning more
about specific aspects of opera"
, there wiil be theater arts and
opera cnnlcs on April 9th at BSUIn
the Music building. Each clinic
will cost $1.50 and will last about
one hour each. Interested persons
the Student, Union Programs
Board, KBBK, the Sheraton
Downtowner, and John Robert
Powers.
. The Pagearlt will feature girls
, from the BSU student oo.9y who
T
\
Don't Miss'
Dana Freeman on the Guitar
April 5, 6, 6 1,
Open weekdays at 9:00 a.m, for
whole wheat & honey snacks and
fresh ground Coffees •.
Wed. Ni-te Live I Aprn 4th Ki'm
lawrenCe on the Gurt.ar.
\ KEGSTOGO $29'
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International Food, ,Song, & Dance Festival--.:..-......:..
Wheel BuildingWestern Opera Theater Comes To Town
Touring Gear
Miss BSUScholarship Poeeont
by Mary Lou Virgil
On Friday evening, April 6, the
International Students of BSUwill
present their SecondAnnual'lnter-
national Food, SOng,& Dance
Festival. Serving time Is 7:00 p.m.
In the SUB Ballroom and the cost
Is $2.00 for full time students and
$3.00 for non-students.
Food Is prepared by the stu-
dents themselves and features
ellcacles from 40 different coun-
Western Opera Theater, the
eduCationaland touring affiliate of
the San Francisco Opera, will bo
coming to BOise on April 9 for a
two-day series of performances
and workshops.
The highlight of their stay here
will be on Tuooday, April 10 with
the production of •'Cinderella" (La
cenerentola) by RossinI. In this
Italian veralon . afthe age-old
falrytale, the fairy godmother Is
the magician. Alldoro, the glass
slippers are. ,two gold bracelets,
and the stepmother'is a step-
father,' Don Magnifico. Added to
that are, some charming Com-
medladel'Arte confusions which
further distinguish this delightful'
work. Tickets are available at th~ .
. On April 14th at 7:00 p.m. Boise
State will once again hold its
annual Miss BSU SCholarship
Pageant. This year's pageant en-
titled "A Touch of Magic" Is
being sponsored by the ASBSU,
BOISEBOOICFAIlM
Supplement Your Class Needs. Term Paper
Material from Art to Zoology. Old,SCarce, rare
and Like New Books, Paper Backs,magazines
& Records. We Buy Books, P.B.'s and Records.
826 Main St., Old Alexanders Bldg, 342-6909
Custom Frames
E R E,'S
Run By Cyclists For Cyclists
1119 Broadway, 343.3782
1'-- __ ---=D:..:..:rOJ!_bythe Shop for Spring Specials Flyer
Starring: Jean Rochefort,
Claude Brasseur, Guy
Bedos, Victor Lanoux,
'Daniel Delorme, Anny
Duoerev
AprilS
8.:00PM
Sipecial
Event
CenterKELLYlAJhut i" tnQt
j' ,\;c;t r-f ,h(I!,'~,"
I
-,~,~
I ('01 tc ,givQ.mjse\f Qoother
'UQCI'. ,it the ihilljs I
, fQiled qf- earlier th;~ t:
Semester, •... ~
.- -'1
Four Star Film
,
BLANCHE,D. EVANS FINISHING6-
MODEL MANAGEMENT AGENCY
.... EstabJ ished 1970 .... Teens ....
Adults .... Co-educational
SELF-I MPROVEIIP.ENT
PROFESSIONAL MODE .. ING
FROFESSIONAL FASHION
PHOTOGRAPHY MODELING
TELEVISIO~ DRAMA, RADIO
COMPLETE COURSE OF STUDY
PRE-TEEN, DANCE,
PAGEANTRY
BLANCHEB. EVANS DIRECTOR
Former SECRETARY-and member
of the •.B~ard of ,Di-rec~orsMode1frJg-
Assoclatlo~ of America; 'EKcluslve
membership of IT. MSA CORPOR-
~TION, New York City; Interna-
tionalMethod of Model Tra'-ni'ng.
Member of the ,-Chamber- of Com-
merce, Jhe F~shion Group of New
York City, L1sted'-n the Madi'son
Handbook, ,regi$t~r~ wfth .the
I~aho Dept. of Education. Bonded.
Studio: 114-1/2 No. 9th. Sufte 10
344-5380 or 342-4263 -
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Chow. Now
Drivel ....
1905 Broadwa3J
IZ73 S. Orela,.""
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
OPEN 11:30
,AFTER SHOW AT 12:00
, MIDNIGHT
..........~ ,...~ID~L~~~TAlL SEATS $2.00 ~
DI STANLEY KUBRICK'S
A CLOCKWORKOUMGE
HAROLD andMAUDE
STARllING
RUTHGORDON
BUDCORT, WEEKDAYS AT7:3O&9:3lJ
MATINEES SAT & SUN
AT 2:00,3:45,5:30,7:30 & 9:30
i975
BStj DU TIES
EARM
S20,000· S26,
Q Y~Qf
I T E
Who said "The Navy doesn't pay
well"? We believe the salaries
quoted above prove we not only
keep up with civllian employers but
often best them. Men and Women
who joined the, Navy right out of
college in 1975 and remained have
now been promoted to full lieuten-
ants .and are earning at least
$20,000 in fields such as aviation,
shipboard management, business
and (highest paid of all) nuclear
propulslon;
If you are intrigued, -call or visit:
Naval Officer Programs
4696Overland Rd, Rm518
Boise,' ID 83705
384-1493
"
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Students examine handcrafted Items at
of BSU's 1979 Humanities FBlr.
(biblical and medieval) and weld-
Ing them .lnto one. They were,
therefore, . encouraged to keep
basic and raw their emotional
portrayal of the varlous People
who took part In the crucifixion,
relying more 'strongly on the
medieval aspect.
As tradition dictated, James
Butler, a gardener In early tfmes,
was cnosen to portray Christ.
Steve Walker opted to lend a
gentleness to the nature of, his
character, keeping with the nature
of the guildsman.
serves to perpetuate the flow of
the Play. '
The recorder group of the BSU
Music Department provided au-
thentlc medieval ballads and
hymns, sung and played approprl·
atelyat the' solemn, joyous and
dramatic moments.
The special effects of the play,
albeit common 'instruments,
seemed to create an atmosphere of
everyday life. Red tape Is used In
lieu of. blood, and the' actors
themselves' old flashlights to spot
or highlight a .scen~.
In Christ's time, Pontious Pilot
was decked out and berobedln
flowers and flowing gown. Today a'
man In a business suit pronounced
this judgement. of death. And
when Christ Is finally hoisted up
and left In agony to die, a
woi'kman takes off his hardhat, .
. wipes his brow, lights upa
cigarette and wearily walks away.
As a special feature and In,
keeping with the mood of "Middle
Ages," there will be a medieval
type offering of food consisting of
bread,cheese, smoked fowl and
the like on Friday night, preceding
the Passion Play. UA.
t~
sup.per (sup'ar) n. 1. An evening meal;
especially,a light evening meal when dinner
is taken at midday. 2. A dance or social
affair where supper is served. [Middle
English suppere, from Old French so(u)per,
SUP.] ,
by Terl Zrazlk . the SUB, (It had . to be moved
Even though it looks like spring Inside because spring stili hasn't
may never get here this year, one decided to stay with us.)
thing that definitely Is here Is the The exhibition features local
1979 Humanities Fair. artists and provides a view of such
Sponsored by. the BSU tnter- things as turquoise and hand-
dlselptlnary Humanities program made jewelry, wood-carvings,
and coordlnated by James Had- 'weaving, metal sculpture, water
den; the Fair is partially subsl- colors, air-brush painting, corn
dlzed by the National Endowment 'husk dolls, stuffed animals and
for Humanities, and runs through much, much l11P"e.Several·of the
Saturday of this week. . exhibitors .•are giving derronstra-
One of the many aspects of ·lhe tlons of their crafts; and a number
faJr te the' Arts and Crafts Show of homemade delicacieS (such as.
being held currentiy In the .Nez egg rolls, banana bread -and
Perce and Clearwater .A9OmS In lemondade)are also available for
by Terl Zrazlk·
The Idea for the Humanities
Week was first given blrth ... then
berth In a Humanities Class
entitled "Imagination." The
original Idea was wrought to cover
four aspects of the imagination.
The Passion Play, a 15th CeO-
tury mystery play, covers the
religious realm of the ImagilJ8tlon~
The ancient tradition of the Play
Is presented again thls weel<,
revived with people of today. In
medieval times, the Passion was
presented In entirety from that
first bite of Eve's apple to the end
of creation.
The Passion Play presented at
Boise State as a part of Humani-
ties Week, Is being presented at
the St. Paul's Community Center
and covers only the story of the
- crucifixion, follOWing roughly the
stations of the cross.
. In early centuries, It was a'
coveted and highly prized event to
be chosen as 'anactor for the Play. The actor who portrayed Judas,
The common people,' one or two the traitor, gave.to life a character
persons from' each guild were who .both sinister and simple, a
given, a chance to portray an common craftsman who was cho-
ancient character for the nobles. In sen above others to be the man
this contemporary play, 14 guilds who betrayed Jesus.
are represented. Mike Hoffman, director and
The characters are not profes- 'originator of this particular ver-
sional actors, but students and .slon,adapted;the script from one
Instructors In the Interdisciplinary he saw In London at a National
Studies Department (Humanities). Theatre Production in 1977. His
In an effort to create a balance cOncept of audience participation'
between 11th, and 12th century was expanded upon, and the final
and the 20th century, costumes .result Is a contlnually moVing
that would be ~lIy (ecognized - went which directly InvOlves the
today are utilized. The actors were audience and reshuffles a n,umber
given the task of creating two roles 'of the actors Into roles which '
Humanities Week:
The Passion Play
, .
Humanities Week: Arts & Crafts Fair
your taste bud's approval.
Names· of the artists were
procured from the Boise Art .
Gallery. Entrants were required to
paya minimum fee, but have been
alio'Mld to keep the entire pro-
ceeds gleaned.
The arts .& Crafts Falr will be
,held In the Ada Room In the SUB If
, the weat~ stayli sketchy. Other-
wise you can .look.Jor the artists
and thelr.creationS on the lawn
and watks ,between the Liberal
Arts Building and the Library. The
. Fair iruna thrOugh!hursdaY.lJt\.
1979
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RainWind:
Elizabetha"n
Balladry Ensemble
On Wednesday, April 4, at 8
p.m., the Boise Gallery of Art will
sponsors performance by Raln-
wino, an EII.zabethan Balladry
Ensemble from Portland, Oregon.
Ralnwindis· a unique group
combining early music, folksong,
and balladry with narrative poetry,
and theatre. The ensemble repre-
sents a distinctive mix of musical
backgrounds, from. Renalssance
and Baroque,speciallst; Timothy
Swain, to folksinger, Susan Mar-
.garet "Sargent, and jazz-and-
dance-bend man, Grant Herreid.
Together they perform a wide
..variety. of versatile instrumental
and vocal combinations, ranging
from formal works in manuscripts
to their own arrangements accent- .
edwith the liveliness so character-.
istic of England's Golden Aga.-
This Wednesday Night Program
is made possible through funding
from the Boise Gallery of Art and
the Idaho Commission on the Arts.
Internationally
Famous
Mountaineer To
Lecture InBoise
On Friday evening, April 6, at 8
p.rn., Chris Boningtonwill present
a slide lecture about mountain
cllmbin entitled "Horlzons."
Bonington, IM,lrld wide known
for his skills iii mountain climbing,
has . lead almost every major
British mountaineering expedi-
tion, to all parts of the world,in
the last ten years. Perhaps his
most outstanding achievement
was the British 1975 Mt. Everest
Expedition which saw three mem-
bers of the group attain the 28,028
ft. summit of the world's highest
mountain. As a result of this
success, he was decorated by
Queen Elizabeth II.
Bonington has earned his living
as a mountaineer since he started
climbing at the age of 15. His
rrountaln explorations have taken
him all over the world and he has
written .slx books about' these
exciting adventures.
Bonington's appearance in
Boise is a rare opportunity for
those who are mountain climbers,
those who just .love to be in the
mountains or those who vicarious-
ly enjoy the exciting, high adven-
tures that Chris experiences, in
the comfort .of their favorite arm
chair.
The lecture starts at 8 p.m. on
April 6 . in the sawtooth Room,
Sheraton Downtowner. Becauseof
limited seating capacity it is
sU9tJestedtickets for Bonlngton's
lecture be. pUrcha':led early. Tick-
ets ate available at-Sunset Sport
centers, McU Sports, Open Air
Sports, Bootworks, Bob· Green-
WOOd's SkI .Haus, and. sawtooth .
Mountaineering. LA
ON NOW
ROIY MUSIC
'MANIFESTO'
$7.98 l.P's,
Cassettes'
and 8-Tracks SPf;CIALLY-. . .
PRICf;,D
BOISE
611 S. Capitol Boulevard
343-7071
-", ~
Greek Row: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity was members, and making a name for
founded In '1901 at Richmond,' themselves In the qommunity.
Virginia by twelve high aspiring The Sig Eps are::xeiYactlve in the
and determined young men who intramural sports program, here at
scught to establish a brotherhood BSU basketball, football and Soft
based on three cardinal principles: ball are their specialty: They have
virtue, diligence and brotherly had numerous exchanges with the
love. The Fraternity still accepts sororities on campus and are
only those men who have been trying to' work their way into
found to be honest and faithful In Student Government in order to
their pursuits of knOWledge and cooperate with other organizatioris
friendship. .. at BSU. Scholastics also play a
Sigma Phi Epsilon is the newest vital role in the Chapter'S life. At
Greek Social Organization on the Regional Academy which was
Boise.State's campus,' yet already held here In Boise March 16-17,
it has proven to. be one of great and involved representatives from
potential and excellence. Idaho Oregon, Washington,Utah, Mon-
Beta Chapter was established as . tana, Colorado, and Wyoming,
.the 225th National Sig Ep Chapter . Idaho Beta won the Grand Chapter
On April 22, 1978, after just one 'Scholarship Cup for the highest
year as a colony. Ever since that G.P.A. of any Greek Chapter on
night, the Brothers of Idaho Beta Campus.
have worked hard to establish Sigma Phi Epsilon is a fraternity
themselves by gaining new mem- with high ideals and values placed
bers and by renting a house at on achievement and brotherhood,
2075 University Drive. and Idaho Beta is looking forward
. The Chapter has just recently to a long and prosperous affiliation
initiated their first pledge class of with Boiee State University.
eleven men and are planning to If anyone is interested in learning
initiate the second group on April more about the SigEp's Show
21. The. Sig . Eps are looking contact Jim Kerns (Rush) or
forward to celebrating their 1st . President Tim laMott at 342-9688,
Anniversary and hope that it will or, better yet, stop by the house.
be a stepping stone to gaining new . ~
Benefit Concert set AtBSU
?~J::~
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Audrey's mODE C1DAY
presents onApril
Bouquet of Fashion
We have a whole new. line of Spring
fashions' just waiting for you!
Nov« at Mode 0' Day there's a huge
selection .oi gorgeous dresses for
Easter PRICESRANGE FROM iS99 • 2999
~pring into Spring with a 'new pantsuit.
We have th'em in a rainbow of Colors !
NOW JUST$20 (, $21
Dig SQ~,in9Snow !Only at 08"
Audrey's ,DE .D~Y
, in the franklin Shopping Center
Open Mon-Fri
9:30~9:00
Sun ~-6
We bet you didn't know you could make your own granola ...Well
you can!
HOMEMADEGRANOLA
4 CUPSROLLEDOATS
'h CUPSESAMESEEDS
'h CUPSUNFLOWERSEEDS
'h TSPSEASALT '
'I, CUPHONEYORMAPLE.SYRUP'I, CUPSAFFLOWERORCORNOIL
1TSPVANILLA
'h CUPRAISINS
, In a large mlx'lng bowl combine oats, sesame
and sunflower seeds and salt, mixing well. In
another bowl mix together sweetener, all, and
vanilla, then add to' dry Ingredients, Mix
thoroughly to tlI1 even consistency and spread
out In a shallow baking pan. Set In a 325 degree
oven to bake for about 40 minutes or until fairly
dry and golden brown.
Be sure to stlr regulai'ly, at least once 'every 10
minutes, to prevent burning on top and sides.
Wnen baking Is complete, remove. from oven
and add raisins. Granola will become crispier
and crunchier as It cools; after cooling It Is
ready to eat as Is or with hot or cold milk or
other beverage. Makes 5-6 cups.
Come and see us for lots more new and delicious health food
recipes. We also have NATURAL· BEAUTY PRODUCTS,
NUTRITIONAL SNACKS, HERBS, TEAS, AND BULK WHOLE
GRAIN PRODUCTS. If we don't have it we'll order it for you!
FOR YOU! .
, BSU STUDEN-TS AND ARBITER READERS: BRING YOUR
STUDENT 1.0. IN OR SAY YOU SAW' THIS AD IN THE
ARBITER AND RECEIVE· A 10% DISCOUNT!! .
, OPEN
L~VINGEAI\ TH MUTRITION CENTER MON-FRI 9am-9pm
IN THE COLE VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER SAT 90mi.6pm
34~ of" COLERD PH 376-M24 SUM12om-4pm------
Boise musicians Spike Ericson,
and John Shaw will.glve a concert
to benefit the BSU Theater Arts.
Department' scholarship fund .
April 7 at 8:15 p.m. In the BSU.
Special Events Center. Admission
is $2. '
Ericson, who has appeared in
several BSU and Boise little
Theater productions; and Shaw, a
ski'instructor at Bogus Basin, have
been playing' professionally for a
year. During last summer and fall,
they performed in Sandpiper res:-
taurants in Idaho and Oregon, In
their BSUconcert they will present
a mix of guitar and vocaLmusic,
from rhythm and blues to contem-
porary, including several numbers
written by them. .lJl\
Cast For "Arsenic And Old Lace" Chosen
The cast has been chosen and unwittingly uncovers his aunts'
rehearsals are well underway for secret profession. In addition to
the' April 20 opening of Joseph the Brewster sisters and Morti-
Kesselring'S Arsenic and Old mer, taking part in the mad antics
Lace. are Brother Teddy (Chris Owens),
Arsenic and Old Lace, a zany who thinks he's really Theodore
and hilarious comedy, will be ,Roosevelt; Brother Jonathan
produced under the direction of (Kenneth Jenkins), ..wno insists
Dr. Robert E. ,Ericson, with Darien that he isn't Boris Karloff, and a
Springthorpe as the assistant. curious individual named Dr. Ein-
director. stein' (Mack Guymon), whospe-
Claudia Scott and Teresa sprout cializes in maldng criminals un-
will play the lovable but lethal recognizable to the pollee by'
Brewster sisters, Abby and Mar- means of plastic surgery. Others
tha You couldn't find. two nicer in the play's cast are: Ronda
old ladies on the American stage; McConnell, pan Burch,· Dan'
except for one problem-they Mink, Patrick Cunningham, Gerry
murder men for a hobby. Mark Bryant,.' Carl .Hahn,; and .Dave
Keenan portrays Mortirner;neph- Dougl~. .. .' . .
ew of the sisters. It is Mortimer, a' The show is scheduled to -run
N~w York' drama critic, who April 20-28 ln.theSubal Theatre.
lA
Boise City Roc: pre-trip clinic lor sawtooth
Tour which Is on April 7-8.
Varsity Baseball: BSU vs NNC, 3:00 p.rn.,
here.
THUR
April 5
BolIO Llllla TheIItre: "Four In A Garden,"
Jay Sherlock Director. Call 342·5104 lor
Inlo
Humanll/os Fair:
'·Tha Pasalon, 7:30 p.rn., St. Paul's
Catholic Canter. $2.00 charge.
•Arts & Crafts Show, exhibits and
demonstrations, set up between Lib &
LA Building.
"Iours 01KAID, 10:3Oa.m. & 3:30 p.rn.MD
April 9
Humanities' Fair
Featuring
Soolor Reclllll: Candy Atllns, trumpet, 4:40'
p.m. In BSU music recital hall. Accom-
panied by Shirley Haller, plano.
WOrklhop: "The Process 01 Aging &
Health Assessment," sponsored by the
BSU Nursing Dept, 8:30 - 4:00, 81g Four 01
the SUB, $10.00 reg. lee. Call 385-3831 lor'~~ . . ThePass/on
lhur-sat
7:30pm
10 Commission On The Arts: State Plan
meeting concerning MUSIC, 9 - 5, Conler-
ence Room 01 tho 10 State Library, (adv.
reg. nec. 385-2119.) .
Ralnewlnd
Wed
Boise GaJleryof Art, &
51. Paul's Catholic centerSUN April 0 FHI
April 6
Varsity Baseball: BSU vs U 01 I, 1:00 there.
HELP WANTED
Happenin&gs
Cammunity
The 'Arts
Teach Ovorseasl For Details, send
self-addressed, stamped long envelope
to: Teaching, Box 1049, San Diego, CA
92112.
JU!i};t
Plain Fun.Summer Jobs Nowl World CulserslPleasure Boatsl No experlencel Good
Payl Carrlbean, HawaII, World I Send
~;95 lor Appllcallon and direct reler-
rats to' Soaworld AE Box 60129,
Sacramento, CA 95860.
MISCELlANEOUS Coming April 7, will be the Driscoll Ice
Skating Disco. At the Ic& Skating Co.,
Fairview Ave. Cost Is $2.00. Beer will be
served, BSU 10 required (non student date
ok].
Ihe Annuai AOIi Disco is coming once
again thls year to kick off Greek Week. It
wI/I all take place Arpll 14, at the Basque
Canter. Beer, mixed drinks and lots 01
dancing will be available lor your enjoy-
ment.
Wantf>d: Class Rings, any condition.
Payln]; $12 mens, '$6 womens. Will pick
up, evenings best. 37~2.
The Boise Gallery of Art will be presenting
the Works 01Fritz Scholder beginning April
8. This exhibit Includes an array 01
paintings and prints concerning Southwest
American Indians.
FORSALfJobsl Lake Tahoe, Califf Fantastic tlpsl
$1,701l-4,000 aummerl Thousands stili
needed. Casinos, Restaurants, Ran-
chss, Cruisers. Send $3.95 for appllca-
tionsllnfo. to: Lakewood AE, Box
60129, sacto, CA 95860.
MUNTZ COLOR TV
AM-FM Redlo, stereo record player,
Console, $100 375-8433. Call after s
p.m. Ask lor Mike. .
Blood Atonement. Are there any sins
not covered by the-blood 01Christ? Call
376-5885, 24 hours dally. P.O. Box
3356, Boise, 10.
Candy Atkins, a BSU senior music student,
will be giving a trumpet recital on April 5 at
4:40 p.rn, In the BSU roustc recital hall. She
will be accompanied by Shirley Heller,
plano.
'75 Dodge Tradosrnan 200 Van. 'II, ton
360 V-8 A/T PfS P/B Custom Interior
AM-FM 6-Track. Loaded with: extras
$3,900. Call 342-1908.
EnlilliJhtenment
Drug or living problems? Narcotics' Anon-
ymous. Every Thursday night at 8:00 pm at
the Anderson Conter (Across Irom St.
luke's) For more Information call 345-3012.
Sophomores, Juniors, & Senior ••
looking for a part-time job? Get a jump
on a summer job with good Income,
lIexlble hours, and real experience In
the business world. Credit possible.
Northwestern Mutual Life. Call Hank
or Sue at 37.7-Q210.
• STATE BARBER COLLEGE
Short on Money? Long on Hair? Save
Money by Getting Your Hair Cut at
Stale Barber College. Wlt~ Budget
Prices for Guya&Ga!s. Appt, Available
2210 Malo sr., Boise, 342-9729.
The Idaho Commission on the Arts is
currently pUlling together a Theatre Re-
sources Directory/Handbook lor use in the
Arttsts-tn-Schools program throughout the
stale. People Interested In being Included
In thIs publication' should contect Bltsy
Bidwell, 384-2119 soon.
MOBilE HOME VERY GOOD CONDI-
TION. 1966 Fleetwood 10x4O one
bedroom, new carpet,' drapes, 2O-foot
awning, storage building. Located In
convenient park. Shown by appoint-
ment. 342-1538 or 886-2112. $3500.00
COMPLETE
Tennis star Billie Jean King will be at BSU
April 4 lor a public 1000ure beginning at
8:15 p.m. In the SUB Ballroom. King will
talk on women's athletics and tennis.
Tickets on sale at the SUB Inlo Booth.
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
For promotion of International bu. linea
In Europe and Asia. expeditions In
Alrlca and South America. Camping
tours. Educational tours. Almoat any
travel arrangement organized. Magic
Bus, bamr~.87, Ams.t~dam, Holland.
CHILD CARE
Gerald Morelock will be giving a baritone'
recital on April 8, at 4:00 p.rn. In Room 111
of the Music Building.Coler TV 25" Admiral Console $100.
Call 362-33n. Peugeot lO-apeed 21"
bicycle $75. Call 362-33n.
CAMPUS DAYCARE has lull day
openings, $5.00 and drop-Ins, $1.00 per
hour. Call 342-8249.
The Mental Health Association of Idaho
announces the -presentatlon of a new
motion pleture,'.'Loarnlng to Cope." This
25-mlnute 111mfocuses attention on stress
. and how to deal with. It. The film ts
avallable Irom the MHA, 31OS1hState st.,
Boise, or phone 343-4866.
Easy Extra lneomof $500/$1000 Stuff·
Ing Envelopes-Guarantiled Send Sell-
Addressed, stamped envelope to: DEX-
TER ENTERPRISES, 3039 Shrine PI.,
LA, CA 90007 (lASS~FUEDS West Side Story audltlona will beannounced In April. Performances of theleonard Bernstein musical will beJuly 6-14.• For more Info call 385-1954 or 375-5324 The Idaho Division of the American Assoc.of University Women will hold It'a spring
workshop and beard'meeting, April 6, 7, &
8 at CSlln Twin Falls. The workshop theme
Is "Interacting lor Change". For Infor. call
• 345-1672.
The Passion, a /nedleval "mystery play",
ceatered-tn 15th century England Is being _
presented April 3 - 5 asa pert 01
Humanities Week. Show time Is 7:30 p.m.
at St. Paul's Catholic Canter, admission $2.
NIIt'd Two Credl18? Break out of the
classroom- TUTORI Call 342-7192, lor
detalls.
#X~~*::::::::;~:::::~:::::-:S:::t3=:~::::::;::;~::~,
~.AiiIiiR .1
2nd ftoor SUB iB5.1464 B-5weekdays
Private Party C!~IB.ifiedAd.
~ 4 Centlll Per Word
'.;~ 12 IIflllllln MllInday D.adline
Families and Irlends of patients of Stall!
Hospital South In Blackfoot are Invited to
join a one-day bus loUr to the hoapltlll April,
7. A van will leave Nampa at 5 a.m. lrom
the Katcher Mall and from BolIO at 5:30
from the HOliday Inn on Vista. Space Is
limited and reseivationa are necessary. Call
343-C866 or.etl6-2~1· for Inlo.
BolIO L1tlle Theater Is presenting "Four In
A Garden," on April 6, 7, 8,10, n, 12, 13,
& 14 at the BlT, 100 East Fort St. Call
342-5104 lor Info. '.'
NENE
T·
51
Introducing new Series E
from Hewlett-Packard. 'Five
precision calculating instru-
ments for science and business. '
Designed with a new level
of accuracy. With larger and
brighter displays-and'
commas to separate thousands
for instant readabilitv. .
Plus built-in diagnostic sys-
'tems that tell you when '
. you've performed an incorrect
. operation, and why it was incorrect.
And Series E is "human engi- .
neered" for usability: low battery
warning light; rechargeable
batteries, positive click keys; impact
resistant 'cases.
FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING.
The HP"31E-·Scientific. $60;'
Trigonometric, exponential and
math. Metric conversions. Fixed!
scientific display modes. Decimal
degree conversions. 4 addressable
memories.
The HP-32E-Advanced Sci-
entific with Statistics. $80;' All the
HP-3IE is and more. More math
and metrics. Plus hyperbolics and
statistics. ENG, SCI and FIX
display modes. J5 addressable
memories.
The HP-33E- Programmable
Scientific. $100;' 49 lines of fully-
merged keycodes, Editing keys
and full range of conditional keys.
8 user memories. .
FOR BUSINESS/FINANCE.
The HP-37E - Business Man-
agement. $75;' Figures PV,PMT, FV
simultaneously. Amortizations
schedules, ~o, discounts, mark-ups,
statistics-plus "cash flow sign
convention" to let you solve prob-
lems simply. 5 financial and 7
user memories.
*«I)
The HP-38E-Advanceq
Financial. $120;' Hewlett-
Packard's first financial pro-
grammable has more power
than any other of its type. No
previous programming exper-
ience necessary, Can figure
IRR and NPV for up to 1980
cash flows in 20 groups.
. HEWLETT-PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAL;
Logic Systems. All Series E
calculators offer RPN logic exclu- :
sively. It's the logic system that
lets yousolve lengthy problems with
ease and consistency.
Documentation. A complete doc-
umentation is designed for Series
E calculators: Introductory Booklets;
Owners' Handbooks and Appli-
cations Books to give you fast, easy
solutions toyour everyday problems.
In quality. Plus Hewlett-
Packard quality, dependability and
reliability are engineered into
every Series E calculator.
EXCELLENCE AT AN
. AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Come in today and see for
yourself that the price of excellence.
is now quite affordable. The
The HP31E, 32Er OOE371£6 31E
ere available now, the HP 381E
evaUablesoon.(ComG In and S&ElI
.them at the Bookstore)
'Suggested retail price excluding applicable Slate and
local taxes-Continental U.S,A.. Alaska & Hawaii,
/
